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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY SEPTEMBER "3,
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PEARY REACHES
UNITED STATES.

SKEY BLAMED

Given Enthusiastic Reception as He
Crosses the Canadian Boundary
Into Maine.
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WOMAN KILLED HERSELF
Governor Curry received word from
AND CHILD.
Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews
that Senator Borah of Idaho, one of Divided Her
Family in Novel Fashion,
leaders,
the recognized Republican
Son to Husband and
Giving
and!
would visit the Territory soon
Taking Baby.
wi.uid gather- information and makej
v,b?orvations to be used by him in
Chicago, 111., Sept. 23. Mrs. Arnas
furthering statehood at the next ses- Fiala killed herself
and her baby in
sion of Congress.
a novel fashion yesterday. The Fiala
National
to
Farmers'
Delegates
family consisted of the husband, a son
Congress.
Governor Curry today appointed the on ten, a baby and the mother. Mrs.
divided the family equally, givfollowing as delegates to the Farm- Fiala
ers' National Congress which will ing the son to the father and keeping
at Raleigh, North Carolina, on the baby, Adeline, to herself. Then the
November 4: Alfonso Dockweiler of woman went to the bedroom with the
Santa Fe; J. H. Bearup, Charles E. child and turned on the gas. The
Gleckler and Paul Yrissari of Albu- father found the son playing in the
querque; J. G. llorton of Old Albuquer- yr.rd when he came home. She wrote
que; . .Fred Bunker of Aztec; D. A. a note explaining how she had divided
ii
ii. iitmi"
the home. Ill health was responsible
of French; John James, Sr., of Des for her act.
Moines; J. G. Stewart of Las Cruces;
C H. Elmendorf, of Elrnendorf; and ODD FELLOWS SANITARIUM
FOR CONSUMPTIVES.
j
Sylvester Mirabal of San Rafael.
Band Will Go to Socorro.
It was decided today, that the First Sovereign Grand Lodge is Considering
Proposition to Relieve the
Regiment Band will accompany GovSouthwest.
ernor Curry to Socorro on Sunday
i

.

I

evening.
Settled School Trouble.
Trouble whieli had arisen in
Quay county, over the segregation of native born children in the
public schools and placing them in
the same school with colored children
lias been settled, by the admission of
the native children to the classrooms
of all the schools. Governor Curry
and the office of the territorial super
intendent of education took the firm
stand that segregation was not only
wrong in principle but also against
iuc law,
District Court.
Judge John R. McFie today sentenced Amado and Cleofes Alarid to one
year in the penitentiary for larceny.
Amado stole two beef hides and 36
sheep pelts from the butcher shop of
Ortiz y Baca, and Cleofes stole dishes

f

1

Although it was onlv on September
that Santos Ortiz murdered Mar- t Hachita. Giant
IIo Galvan
county.
at Silver
udge Frank V. Parki-rCity, has already sentenced him to be
hanged on October K, for the crime.
Ortiz stated he ki'b'd Galvan at the request of Isabel Rente) tin. who was indicted with hint for the crime. The
petit jury had to be discharged for the
term on account of lack of court funds.
:
Judge Parker pronounced the follow
ing other sentences:
John Gatlin, convicted of the laicenv
of a horse, 'was sentenced to a term of
not less that 4 years nor more than
'years in the Territorial penitentiary,
and also to pay a fine of $."iOii.(i0.
The sentence of Perry Jones, who
plead guilty to the larceny of a horse
and saddle, was taken under advisement for the reason that, the defendant was only IS years of age. and
Judge Parker desired time to consider
the question of sending him to the new
Territorial reformatory rather than to
the penitentiary.
Luz Bermudes, who entered a plea
of guilty to the larceny of a cow belonging to William C. Franks, was sentenced to a term of not less than four
nor more than five years in the peni-

RACE QUESTION

8,

Waters Released in Havoc Wrought by '2
Storm and Tidal
Gunnison Tunnel
Wave.
Today

Governor Curry Names Delegates to Farmers' National Congress.

Denounces Mob

.

Rule in the South

ern States
TRIBUTE

TO

TIFT

Secretary of War Gives Good
,.
council in Address at
.

,

Nashville.

!

t

New Orleans. La., Sept.
2:!. The
Nashville, Teun., Sept. 23. Secrelist uf known dead in Torre Bonne
tary of War Dickinson addressed a
parish from the hurricane has been
crowd at the state fair today on topics
swelled to forty and it is believed
affecting the Interests of the north and
more than a score will be added to
south. General Frederick ). Grant rethi "umber later. Five hundred snf- viewed p. uniformed regiment for Confprel's from the storm are being cared
federate soldiers.
for "t Hounia and relief workers are
In High Praise of Taft.
ac',iwTlle Property loss will
Dickinson began his ad
Secretary
WP" i,lt0
e millions. Carcasses
dress
by
highly
praising the men of
of (,wll0rS(,sll0S and dogs are
the south who, he said, had taken
011 ih
for
miles
and
s'rewn
lories
tunnel, the great reclamation project
prcminent parts in ruling the nation,
which
will irrigate thousands of'U,0"sa"d8 of dead bird are floa,,n
Tennessee
was especially noted in
on the bavous.
"
acres.
Thousands of people are al-- ,
ithis
respect,
having given Andrew
Relief CommissionA at Work,
'
tentiary.
Jackson to the country.
.
The same
. re- .,
ready gathered at Montrose and people
,
.a
M.
Leo
.'.w
oeiii.
uiiraun,
Coynes, who was convicte-- standard of unimpeachable honor set
are on the way to the city from every lief commission
equipped
by the of an assault with a deadly weapon by these men is, he
direction.
sail, being lived
Louisiana Game Commission
here, upon J. P. Gane at Central in March
up to by President Taft.
last, was sentenced to the peniten
Glenwood Springs, Colo., Sept. 2?.-- r(,ct
j ue miuiii
is uoumy niessea,
tie
0 Lak(? Catheril1e.
From there tiary for a term of not less than two1
hen the President appeared on the
"for her sectional attitude
declared,
th(?
and
,ht,y
(listribule
sur)pies
or
more
than
three
years.
was such that a successful man of
platform he was greeted by members remlpr aid all the wav tQ GlUflK)rt
Charles Schafer, convited of unlaw narrow views, personal vanitv. resent
While
of the reception committee.
fully discharging a weapon within the ful mind and a
shaking hands with members of the'Qu-j- - DAY AFTER
that
committee his face spread into a broad
TURBULENT NIGHT limits of a settlement, was sentenced- j did not. embrace the entire country
to a term of J years in the pemten- might have been out of sympathy with
smile and he said:
her and repellant if not actively an"Well, brothers, glad to meet you." j Mayors of Omaha, South Omaha and tiary.
The man with whom he was shaking:
Jose Grijalva and Urredo Janrique, tagonistic.
council Bluffs Meet to Settle
hands was Bishop Benjamin Brewster
both of whom plead guilty to commitBegan Training Early.
Street Car, Strike.
President Taft has attained to his
of the Episcopal diocese of western
ting the crime of burglary at Lords-burg- ,
His grip had revealed to
were sentenced to terms of not high office through a novitiate unsurSeattle, "Wash., Sept. 23 The Sov- Colorado.
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 23. After the
ereign Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows the President that they were brother night during which cars were badlv less than five nor more than ten years. passed by any of his predecessors. As
Samuel, even as a child, began the
met today to consider a proposition to members of "Skull and Bones," the fa-- j wrecked, a dozen strikebreakers
Beningo Morales, convicted of carryYale senior society. The Presi-- ; jured. one boy was shot and hun-de- ing a deadly weapon, was remanded training of the high place which he
provide a sanitarium for members afwas to fill, so while a youth the fuwas driven to the plaza where hejdreds of arrests were made, the strike to the
flicted with tuberculosis thus relievcustody of the sheriff to remain ture
president, under his distinguished
ing the heavy burden which has been addressed the crowd in an impromptu situation showed little change
in the county jail for six months.
breathed the atmosphere
of
father,
on
placed on members of the order in way.
are
Cars
day.
running
nearly
Alvino Davilia, convicted of volun- - large affairs, came into familiar con- "1 appreciate the gathering," he said, of the lines but not on regular sched-"an- d
Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona and
was sent to Santa tac,t witn the great men ()f that day
California, who are forced to care for
from personal experience sympa-- j ule. The mayors af Council Bluffs, tary manslaughter,
thousands coming to those states for thize with you in having to get up at Omaha and South Omaha will meet Fe for not less than five nor more than and received the inspiration which'
ten years.
relief.
urged him on to cultivate his talents
5 o'clock to be here.
Some of the here today to try to settle the strike.
and broaden his faculties for future
citizens of Leadville did not approve
His education
at
DUKE OF ABRUZZI
MAN
statesmanship.
ALBUQUERQUE
was
to
send their; priest KILLED AT
the program which
one of the most democratic of our
VISITED HIS SWEETHEART.
KNOCKED
OUT.
I
nassed
when
HEAD
OF
PROCESSION.
by
telegraph
greetings
universities, was liberal. In the ofthrough at 2 o'clock and sent an engine
fice of solicitor general he got
a
Returns to Rome and Fails to Pay with a siren whistle
alongside an inline Religious Riots in S.iain Result in Jim Flynn Finds William Pettus Easy
afbtoad
of
knowledge
governmental
and
Punishes
Duke
Respects to King to Astonish- City Pug
Two Being Killed and Fifty
awakening me from my slumbers.
ment of All.
fairs, national and international and
Severely.
Others Wounded.
They were gentlemen who knew me
before
the supreme court the great
for they called me by first name till I
23. Jim Flynn, the crucible .of linal analysis, lie received
Rome, Sept. 24. The Duke of
Pueblo,
Sept.
The Presiwas thoroughly awake."
23.
were
Two
Barcelona, Sept.
arrived here westerday, having dent concluded with a complimentary killed and
Pueblo fireman, earned a clean cut tne torensic discipline that sharpens
fifty wounded in religious
come from southwestern France. He
awarded by Referee E. W. the discriminative faculty and trains
decision,
of
A
at
the
to
the
riots
Castro yesterday.
references
citizenship
re?.gious
Dickerson
last night in his ten round the mind to find incontrovertible basic
asserted he came from a place near west.
Congress Taylor and W. E. Wal- Tirocession with a local Tiriest at its
His long experience as
Geneva, where he spent three days vis- lace of the land office, accompanied head was attacked and the priest and bout with Bin Pettus of Albuquerque. principles.
in the courts of appresiding
judge
Miss
Katherine
Elkins,
iting
After the first three rounds Flynn-daughter the President to Montrose.
another man were instantly killed.
of
sixth
the
circuit, necessarily
peals
of Senator Elkins, West Virginia.
was the aggressor, almost continuousPresented With Box of Peaches.
him
vast
fund
a
of information,
gave
Much talk was caused by the duke's
to
seemed
be
ly and Pettus
only try- not
REPORTS OF KIEV
Grand Junction, Colo., Sept. 23.
only of the law but as to the
failure to pay respects to the king
limit.
to
the
ing
punished
Flynn
stay
RIOTS EXAGGERATED.
The President was driven to the fair
while here.
his opponent badly and in the fourth practical affairs which constitute the
life of the people.
grounds on his arrival here this mornround closed the negro's left eye.
Made Good in Philippines.
ing where he made a brief address and Berlin Says That Only Several HeCOLUMN OF WARSHIPS
.
There was not a mark on Flynn af-in
box
of
over
brews
Were
Minor
with
Beaten
was
"His
a
peaches,
jurisdiction extending
presented
A MILE LONG.
ter the battle, although Pettus got in
and Tennessee, gave him
He left on a special train for MontDisturbance.
Kentucky
numerous wicked blows in the early tin
intimate knowledge of our economBerlin, Sept. 23. Reports of riot- rounds.
Navies of World Gathering in New rose which will return late tonight,
ic social and political conditions and,
west.
leaving for the
ing in Kiev, Russia, in which hun
York Harbor for the Fulton
The showing of the Pueblo man was what is of especial importance,
of
dreds were killed and wounded are
Touched the Golden Bell.
Centennial Celebration.
UC1Ca
those race conditions which peculiarly
aum"c's
sources.
The
denied
reliable
23.
The
by
proCoyo.,
Montrose,
Sept.
The Albuquerque man was strong affect the other southern states in
New York, Sept. 23. With a col- gram for the entertainment of the stories are said tn have started from
umn of warships a mile long in the President which begins with a roar of a minor incident in which several as a bull, however, and although he cci.iraon with Tennessee. His gover- received severe punishment, never norship of the Philippines carried with
Hudson and the English and German cannon and ends with a burst of fire- Jews were beaten.
once went to the floor, and in the it administration affecting the lives
fleets expected today preparations for works has been fully rehearsed. After
T71
cuncnes pusafu riyim
aiuuiiuJ ui avd property of eight million people
Hudson-Fultothe
celebration are speeches of welcome, the Piesident
and the lelations of our government
ring.
almost complete. . Official visits are will go to the west portal of the GunE
with them under conditions of the
the
of
Marcus
P.
Kelly, secretary
being exchanged by the naval officers nison tunnel, where he will touch the
Club of Albuquerque, most complicated and delicate characCommercial
and shore officials while the great gold bell which will send the water
headed a delegation of New Mexico ter, demanding wisdom, firmness and
fleet of private yachts already has over the
Uncompaghre valley. The
here at the ringside. John C. justice of the highest order. His
begun to congregate.
!
principal address will be delivered
BLACK people
work was one of the greatest achievewas among the party.
McManus
here at the return from the tunnel.
ments u American statesmanship. As
CURED STOMACH
Be at El
secretary of war he continued to suDROWNED BETWEEN
TROUBLE BY FASTING. Secretary Knox Will Not
Paso.
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE. pervise the Philippine government, inWashington, D. C, Sept. 23. Secre
augurated some of the most effective
Physicians Could Do Nothing For
Knox has decided not to go to El
tary
Entire Emigrant's Outfit Found Float-i- n incisures in the prosecution of the
Him So He Did Not Eat For
Paso to the meeting of Taft and Diaz
work of building the Panama canal
Wire Lake Near Half Way
Fifty-on- e
Days.
and the Mexican government has been
utd became familiar with all of the
House.
so
ambassaduties of that office, which
American
diversified
informed
the
by
23.
W.
H.
Cleveland, O., Sept.
dor.
One or more people were drowned embraces such a large part of our
Maire, of this city, has just completed
rational affairs. I said that he was
Scent Plot at El Paso.
in Wire Lake on the old Roswell-Tor- a fat feast of fifty-on- e
days. Seized . El
reto!
23.
The
Paso,
ranee
automobile route, according
sympathetic with the south and the
Texas, Sept.
with stomach trouble and believed that
a BURIED AT
a
of
small
j unfortunate conditions
PETER'S
word
boy
from
Roswell.
discovery
by
peculiar to it.
ported
the fast would eliminate the disease,
is
this
not be ex- must
it
with
fuse
true,
bomb,
and
cap
,'While
news
was
of the find
detonating
The
brought
the physicians could not reach, he took
o
will see things just as
of
he
new
that
residence
in
the
to
pected
on
House
attached,
the
the
Half
Way
auto,
He broke the fast by
only water.
we see them Rnft pxactlv frnm our
Una n.Tn.in-rhir tinn
L. Arguelles in course of coni .
m
oucc iofAnr-- in
.uuuaj
in rresDvterian
taking a teaspoon of milk. He says struction in Juarez,, last night, caus- Sen
t nm
hud.
point of view. He is a northern and
Thov
nf
Walter
pn'mW
that now he is alright again.
ed an immense sensation in that town,
southern man. He is a Repub- Church Where Johnson
beer to the lake Saturday noon, when
and not a Democrat. It is not
were notified and
The
authorities
saw
of
the
outfit,
they
nothing
rponjlicm
WILL GUARD UNCLE
Sang in Choir.
and
their return Monday they discovered probable that northern Democrats
SAM'S STRONG BOX. every carpenter, plasterer, painter
other workmen, twelve in number,
the outfit in the water, "the tragedy wo"'d n all respects take our view.
is quite certain that, northern Re- were placed incommunicado.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 23 With must have occurred in the time inter President Taft Selects a Yale Official
'
Because of the approaching meet- military pomp the body of Governor vening
''
publicans would not
to Be Treasurer of United
. . .
of Presidents Taft and Diaz, the John A. Johnson was today escorted j .They saw two mules and a horse,
Race Question.
ing
States.
V Mexican authorities are extremely from the rotunda of the capitol where all hitched to a wagon and still fast-h- e "It is ,The
not probable that any stateshad been lying in state to St. Peter,1 ened in their harness, and all floating man from" the outside, though synv
vigilant and reticent.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 23. Lee
The Arguelles residence is located his last resting place. Marching to jn the water, dead. The frame of the pathetic would entirely agree with us.
McClung, treasurer of Yale, has been a block from the customs house where the solemn
strain of the funeral wagon was out of sight in the water. we cannot alone make our view
selected as treasurer of the United the
e
to
is
of
the
Presidents
ten
On the water j nianently effective. Under these
meeting
companies of infantry, and the tongue protruding.
States, succeeding Charles H. Treat, take place, on the same street. A visit
batteries of artillery formed an was floating the overturned wagon- - ditions it is fortunate that the lead-esco- rt
resigned.
of the body which was followed bed. .Under it was the chuck box and er of the party which is in control of
by President Diaz to Don Camilio Arguelles, who is a close personal friend by hundreds of citizens. Business about' the lake were bedding, a coat, 0,ir national affairs is earnestly and
SANTA FE'S RECORD
to Diaz, was thought probable.
us. He
was practically suspended while the fodder, water-keand various articles, warmly sympathetic-'witEQUALLED BY ROCK ISLAND.
Colonel Cbrelia. commanding the
passed through the streets. The Everything indicated that it was a predates the extent of the irriation
regular army in Juarez says the ob- body is due at St. Peter shortly after traveling outfit and that the man. men that has come, from appointing
Chicago, 111.. Sept. 23. The Chi- ject found was a small piece of dywnen services will be held in or people who were in the wagon were groes to offices in the south, which
cago, Rock Island & Pacific railroad namite.
church where drowned.
the Presbyterian
brings them into unpleasant relations
.
udded its name to the "roll of. honor"
"It was no more than a quarter of Johnson formerly sang in the choir, j Wire lake is two and one-hal- f
miles with the white people and injurious
when it was announced today that not a stick," he, said. "It was probably Interment will be in Green Hill cem- - east of the Half Way House and not effects upon both races. He under- a single person .had been killed on the
of his father and on the present auto route. The old
j etery alongside
'
road for a year.
.Continued on Page Eight.)
mother.
route leads past the lake.
(Continued oa Page Eight)

Glenwood Springs. Colo., Sept. 2:!.
President Taft arrived at C o'clock this
morning and after a stop of 45 minutes
left, for Grand Junction and Montrose.'
The President awoke early and greet- ed throngs from the rear platform.
The President is scheduled to arrive
at Montrose at 2:45 this afternoon,
where he will make an important
dress and press the kev which will
lease the waters through Gunnison
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pseudo-patriotis-

to-a- ll
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Ab-ruz-

j

from McCarley's Bowling Alley. The
downfall of both young men is ascribed to thirst for strong drink and both
pleaded guilty to the indictment.
The ditch case of the Territory vs.
Atanasio Roibal was dismissed for
want of jurisdiction.
In. the case of Cartwright & Brother vs. Pablo Sanches, leave was given the sheriff to amend his return
within ten days.
Owing to the exhaustion of the
court fund and the unwillingness of
Judge John R. McFie to incur indebtedness for the county, the petit jury
has been discharged, but the trial of
civil cases without jury will be taken
up by the court.
National Guard Company at Tucum-car- i.

,

-

t

1

Captain Brooks received word today
"that good progress is being made in organizing a national guard company at
Tucumcari and expects to muster in
in the near future.

1
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M

RESPONSIBLE.

Why Shouldn't the Railroad, for Whisky is at Bottom of Most

Accidents.
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 23. That a
.saloon keeper who sells liquor to
minors is liable for the damage they
do, even when they jump across several counties and wreck a train, is
the contention of the Perre Marquette
railroad, which is suing Andrew
Healy, saloonist.
The railroad wants $7,500 from
Healy, alleging that his bartender
sold Floyd Benjamin, 16 years old,
and Archie De Witt, 18, both of
county, some liquor on Sunday,
July 2i, 1907, and that the boys then
boarded the train, and at some time
between 9 o'clock that night and 5
o'clock the next morning, opened a
switch at Weberville, with the result
that an eastbound freight was ditched,
ten cars and an engine being damaged to the extent of $7,500.

-.

n
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HOLD SALOON
KEEPER

ITS DEAD

St. Johns, X. B., Sept. 23. Peary
passed here this morning on his way
t.) his home at Eagle Island, Me.
Given Enthusiastic Reception.
Vanceboro, Me., Sept. 23. Peary
received a enthusiastic reception on
crossing the Canadian line. He reiterated his refusal to accept ovations till
the controversy is settled.
Cook Gets the Cold Shoulder.
New York, Sept, 2.1. No official repRELIEF
WORK
resentatives of the state or nation VAST C0HC00RSE0F PEOPLE
will be present at Cook's banquet tonight. Mayor McClellan has also deCarcasses of Domestic Aniclined to sanction the Brooklyn ex- President Makes Stops
plorer's claims by his presence. Admals Cover Prairies for
Glenwood Springs and
miral Schley, as the president of the
Arctic Club, will preside.
Miles.
Grand Junction.

Amado andCleofes
Alarid Sentenced
to Pen

Santos Ortiz Will he Hanged Presi
dent's Day for Crime Committed
Two Weeks A"o.

,

BUTTON

in : KPN SPEAKS

AT SILVER CITY.

i

THE

NO. 279

909.

WILL BE HANGING

'SOUTH COUNTING

TAFT TOUCHES

1

Pays Last Sad Honors to Beloved
Executive

.

.

SIT

'

Ca-mil-

a

'

!

I

!

j

per-marc- h,

con-thre-

POLICE INSPECTOR
M'CANN FOUND GUILTY.

!

Chicago, Sept. 23. Police Inspect--o- r
Edward McCann charged with
"grafting" was found guilty today.
Sentence will not be pronounced until
after arguments for a new trial. McCann was charged with obtaining
money bribes aggregating $40 a month
each from denizens of the "red light"
district for protection.
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Store

USE ALLEN

THE

DAILY

ROUND UP.

FOOT

THURSDAY,

23, 1909.

FASE

Established 1856

powder to be shaken into the
shoes. If you have tired, aching feet.
.
It rests the
try Allen's
PROGRES.
new or tizht shoes
and
feet
makes
F. I'. Pitzt-r.(.!!
hot
Wlinn frit nils no lojist-- cured to sit easy. Cures aching, swollen,
sweating feet. Relieves corns and bun- Around ;inil talk,
ions of all pain and gives rest and
I ii olden
limes, one would surest :
comfort.
Try it today. Sold by all
"Let's take a walk."
dniffgists and shoe stores, 25c. Don't
And then when wa'Uiu was abhorred ' accept any substitute. For FREE trial
package, also Free Sample of the Foot-- I
And wheels eame in,
,
East Sanitary
a new inven-- j
It was quite common then to hear:
address
Allen
S.
tion,
Le Rov,
Olmsted,
"Let's take a spin."'
A

Incorporated 19031

Foot-Ease-

j

seugin

)

r

WITH

SEPTEMBER

;

bros.

cony.

J

THE REPUTATION OF CARRYING THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DRY GOODS

j

Corn-Pad-

SPECIALY

And then when bicycles were

LADIES TAILOR MADE SUITS
'
Suits made to order (fit guaranteed)
"
Silk and linen waists.
'

loathed

But autos now are out of date
And airships ply
The air above, so now we say:
"Let's take a fly."

'

voile skirts
Shoes (American Lady)

than

What we'll do next nobody knows,
Perhaps suggest,
When airships are no more the fad:
"Let's take a rest."

MEN'S SUITS MADE TO ORDER
Suits (Hart Schaff ner & Marx)
"
Shoes (Hanan)
'
(Plorsheim)
"
" (American Gentleman)
'
Hats (John B, Stetson)
"
Shirts (The Elgin)

Xew York Sun.

Fancj Vests
Stock is fresh and up to date prices are
very reasonable
come at once and give us a trial.

On notes, diamonds

and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one
year. Rates are
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.

Win. FARAH

n

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

store

In

phone

10

Santa Fe.

WE HAVE THEM

Xo.

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND
FROM

ii

11

50

$3.30

100"

1.65

Bobolink

13,20

50"

160

or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more lhan other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
PO Box

i
I
1

We Give
ft

yf

register tickets
with all cash purchases.
Cas"i

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

HOUSE

Ap

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Jewelry Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

Spitz
I

ami

Manufacturer
JEWELER

iJnMkmmtunapm

THE

CITY.

TRY OUR

Groii Ma ha
Also Good 0 Chickens

1

agents for
International Stock Food
SULE

"Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

Grai,

LEO HERSCH

Potatoes,

Salt and Seefls
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
a pair of trousers
pressed free of charge.
Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a
Specialty

entitled to have

The Goldberg
PHONE 203

Cleaning end Pressing Fstablisiiient
BLACK

208 WEST

PALACE AVE.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
DLVfSiD CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

MILK

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

HOOVER

Courses

SON

Y

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

j

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.

BROTHER HERMES. President

j

The readers of this paper vill be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure In all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-iig a constitutional disease!! requires
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Cataken internally, acting
tarrh Cure-idirectly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by Now is the tiae to anticipate
building up the constitution and as- your h?at w ints.
sisting nature In doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith In its
LET US FIGURE YOUR
curative powers that they offer One
Huudred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of
House for American Idea
'

A Morning Joy
An

Evening Comfort

s

Address F. J. CHENEY

C0MANLTVr-TcfRAR-

I

WHICH WAY
cftS3000"
COALEATER

jf

.

Extravagance

IF-

- - ifc

Convenience

(

I

Irregular

.yCoalgases

Comfork

--

I

jAPS&T.
p

--

!cJAutomalic

I

)

!

'

j
j

Safety

& CO.. Tole-

ECONOMY

.
do, O.
Sold by all druggisu, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- -

!

)

j

j71

?

IDEAL Boilers anl
AMERICAN Radiators

j

Why not let us route you to good
health. The economy in fuel consump- tion will in due time pay all transporta.
tion costs.

WnOfJ'David

)

AT5

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

bsTaciim
Squid
PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218

36

-

test!-monal-

S.

Phone

'

1

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

IN

II

.

$100 Reward $100.

CAUL

HALF CENTURYJ

A

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

.,Jt

CREAM

(

FOR

219.

FRESH EGGS

J

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

t YE

BULL'S

'

if

$6.00

Ifyou wacUa gocd pair of Sh ies
for the bey try a piir of

HOTEL ACACIA

100 lbs Pansy Flour

$4.00

fl.

Sneak Thieves Make Daily Hauls
According to the Optic, one or more
sneak theieves are operating in the
Meadow City and are
making hauls
daily from private residences. Miss
Mary A. Lamb, a teacher in the N'or-nit'niversity, was held up on Tuesday evening by a pocket book snatch-fr- .
who, however,
securer! nnK- - a
school book, which he ilronned in Hint.-- .
ing his escape.
Fewer Land Commissioners
"There
is a general movement in the territory to reduce the number of U. S.
land commissioners.
John B. Reneau,
our commissioner, has been asked to
resign, as has also the Obar commis
sioner. The resignation has not been
asked because of anv fault found with
the work or with their personad
meaner, but simply to reduce the
bfT of commissioners and to centralize
the work." Logan Leader.
New Schoo
for Santa Fe "Col.
W. M. Berger of Belen. is the founder
of the University of Xew Mexico, at'
Santa Fe, in JSS1. He and his
wife;
gave to the university the graunds
upon which it was built, and this'
property has now reverted to the don-ors according
to agreement. CoJ
Berger with his usual generous spirit!
in educational matters, is now seeking'
service again for this property for edu-- l
cational purposes. It will soon be
Riven again to public service. Col.
Berger does not know to what orgamz- ation 0I' w'iat exact purpose it will be'
given, but the opportunity to use it is
open and is already under advisement with a religious mission." Raton
Range.

Arrested for Defacing Property
Toniaso Sanchez, a young boy, was arrested at Estancia for injuring fruit
trees and defacing a building.
Indicted for Selling Liquor Lucas
Patino was indicted by the federal
grand jury at Albuquerque yesterday
for selling liquor to the Indians.
Well Known Mine Boss is Dead
Thomas Pattison for several years su- permtendent of the coal mines at
McKiiiley county, died at
California.
Married at Albuquerque At the
cnurcn ot tne immaculate Conception
at Albuquerque yesterday, Peter Zito
and Miss Angelini Barbieri were married by Rev. A. M. Mandalari.
Colfax County Pioneer Dead Lan-doMoore, a pioneer settler of Colfax county, died of cancer in Kansas
City at the age of 63 years.
The
funeral will take place at Raton.
Bought Five Thousand Sheep C. J.
Pearl, of Wiley, Colorado, yesterday
bought. 5,000 head of sheep at Las
Vegas from Secundino Romero, Will-laFrank and Baeharach Brothers.
Fire at Portales The residence of
. b. btuart
at Portales, was burned
down yesterday, the flames- being
caused by an exploding limp. The
loss is covered only in part by insur- ance.
j
Otto Lange Sells Out Otto Lange
for many years in the mercantile bus-- '
mess at Watrous, has sold out to the 708 W. 6th St. S. W Cor. 6lh. & ope Sts.
Watrous Mercantile Company. The
Ijss
company is composed of E. ,1. Mc-- j
Wenie of Las Vegas, and A. J. Thuli
TWO P.LfK'KK FROM
I'OSTOFKICK
of La Cueva.
-- I
For convenience and
Married By Father Rabeyrolle
contort clont fail to'tstop
f a ' i ."5
Rev. Adrian
Rabeyrolle,
our Hotel While in
formerly fhi r. v?
Jos Angela. Large
priest in charge of Guadalupe church I
i.
.
outside
,
elegantly fur-E- t
parish in this city, yesterday at Las
nished rooms. Hot &
cold runnlnsr water:
Vegas spoke the words that united in
eNvntor service. Kates $5 OO per week,
marriage Miss Martha Alice Ridenottr
with
bath
and Joseph Murphy.
Washington Streetcar'
Nabbed His Man After many vicis
direct to door.
situdes atiu untoward incidents
tending over several weeks, Sheriff
Cleofes Romero of Las Vegas, has
finally landed Rice, who was caught (
in California, in jail at. Las Vegas, j
Rice must answer to the charge of
&
forgery.
j
Postmaster Gets Eighteen Months
j
Telephone No I4 Red
C. L. Philips, postmaster at Jemez
Springs, Sandoval county, was sent-- ;
MRS. OTTO RLTSCH.
enced to eighteen months in the peni- tentiary yesterday for embezzling'
$330.92 of money order funds.
He'
was sentenced in the federal court D. M.
&
at Albuquerque by Judge Ira A. Ab-- :
bott.
Builders and Contractors
New Fast Mail Train Taking the
place of the fast mail and express
PLANS & ESTIMATES
train which the Santa Fe recently of-On short notice
Furnished
fered to the government, a fast train!
rivalling the California Limited, will CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

be put on within the next month, according to an announcement by General .Manager Hurley.
The new train
will be luxuriously equipped and will
run on the same or a faster schedule

And autos plied
Across the land, was often heard:
"Lot's take a ride."

OF

"

enooi suit

j

AT
Powder

The Purest Impalpable Talcum Powder Made

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

THURSDAY,

SEPTEMBER

23, 1909.

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

GOOD NEWS.
NOTICE.
of Territorial Engineer.
First publication September 9, 1909. Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
Las publication September 30. 1909.
Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 3, 1909.
"Good news travels fast." and the
Notice is hereby given that on the thousands of bad back sufferers in
13th day of August, 1909, in accord- Santa Fe are glad to learn that prompt
ance with Section 2G. Irrigatioa Law relief is within their reach. Many a
of 190T. L. A. Hughes of Santa Fe,
lame, weak and aching back is bad no
County of Santa Fe. Territory of Xew more, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills.
made application to the Ter- Our citizens are telling the good news
ritorial Engineer of Xew Mexico for a of their experience with the Old
permit to appropriate from the public Quaker Remedy. Here is an example
waters of the Territory of New Mex- worth reading:
ico.
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria street,
Such appropriation is to be made Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have had
from Santa Fe creek and tributaries, no severe return of kidney trouble
Bananza and Cieneguilla creeks, at since using Doan's Kidney Pills sevpoints S. S9 degrees 45 minutes W. eral years ago. Now and then I have
C705 ft. from W. C. to
sec. cor. bet. noticed a slight attack of backache,
Section S. 1 and C, Tp. 15 N, Ranges but at such times Doan's Kidney Pills
7 and 8 East, by means of diversion have given quick and positive relief.
and storage; and 220 cu. ft. per sec. or For a long time 1 was made miserable
to by spells of kidney complaint and my
22,011 ac. ft. is to be conveyed
in Majada grant by means of reser- back often so lame and painful that
voir and ditches and there used for ir- could scarcely do anything. I did not
sleep well and uo matter whether I
rigation of 18,000 acres.
All persons who may oppose the were lying down or standiug up, the
trouble was in evidence. The kidney
granting of the above application must secretions
annoyed me both day and
file their objections, substantiated by
their
by
irregularity in passage
night
with
affidavits, (properly backed)
,the '
was
a heavy sediment in
there
and
Territorial Engineer on or before four
I tried
weeks from date of last publication them. After several remedies
1
heln
to
failed
had
me,
procured
hereof.
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, BurVERNON L. SULLIVAN,
rows & Co.'s drug store and they lived
Territorial Engineer.
up to all the claims made for them. I
have never hesitated to say a good
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when the
opportunity has occurred."
P"or sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents! Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

rpartment

4

They somewhat resemble anj
piano in appearance. In p!,ic'
of the keyboard there is a feed plat.'j
New Mexico Military Institute
i.'id an ni'tri carrying a pin box mari
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'oiu- end. As a card may Ir.ivt- berwec,
Wet Point of the Soirthwett"
Th
ri-2i" and
j
as
a ta
wisitions, and
Armv
Detailed by War Department.
lating machine has only sixty ou.n i" !.
RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
Army
Inspectors
t' is necessary to run a card ihrri,:..iii
"A."
several times in order to L' t all the
Through Academic course, preparing young
information.
men for college or for business life. Great
After deciding what data are wauic-lamount of opeu air work. Ilealthlets location
the little cups in the feed plav affect-- j
(
of any MI lltary School In the Union. Located
are fill", with mercury, and lee- a the beautiful i'ecos Valley
trie connections ate made with the;
the garden
counters. Then when a card is fed .he!
spot of the West at an e'evatioc of 3.700
pin box descends and wherever holes
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
have been punched for the answers!
Ittie rain or snow d urlng session.
required the pins dip into the mercury
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduand and an electric current causes the
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
counters to register. The card itself
buildings, throughly furnished, heatod. ligbted
is sufficiently rigid to prevent nil other'
and modern in all respects.
pins from dipping into the n.ereury. It
REGENTS E. A. Caboon, President; VV
will he seen, then, that, the principle
G, Haiiilllou, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
governing the operation of the tahulat-- i
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
ing machine is simple. This median-- !
A Fllyan
ism can lie fed by hand at the rate of;
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
;!.5imi
,r I. mm ;.,n hour.
address.
In tabulating the population sclied-- i
tile alone im.iHin.niiii cards will be passCOL. IA. W. WILLSOK,
ed six times through the machine.'
Superintendent
When an (numeral ion district is com-- !
pleted, or when desired, the totals
shown by ;ill the counters are printed!
on paper tapes at a single operation.;
and these are drawn out an7 the num-bers transcribed. The agricultural
schedule will have a machine adapted
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
to its special needs, which will reg- ister and add the value of farms, located in the midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
tested by tbe
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west has been thoroughly
stock, crops, &c.
Many typewriters, adding machines.' of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa miraculous cures attested to In the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheucombined writers and adders, and tna-- i
Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
chines for computing percentages and
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
performing other arithmetical opera-- i Grande
Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections,
Scrofula,
tions will be used. Heretofore much
line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comdaily
leased tabulating machinery has been The
temperture of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathused, at large expense. For this cen- from 90 to 122
degres. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
sus very little will be requiredand it carbonic.
Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate per month.
Stage meets Denver
is estimated that this change of policy
very dry and delightful
the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
will save many hundreds of thousands
year round. There is now a commod-iou- c upon request.
This resort Is attracof dollars.
hotel for the convenience of In- tive at all seasons and is
open all
valids and tourists. People suffeing winter.
for Ojo Caliente
Passengers
PINCHOT HAS BEEN
from consumption, cancer, and other can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
MISUNDERSTOOD. cmtagiou diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5
p. m., the
Ttiese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day.
For further particulars
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being address:
Avalon, Catalina Island, Cah, Sept.
2.'!.
a two weeks'
sojourn at
San Clemente. a barren island forty
miles off the coast of southern CaliOj C
NM
fornia, Gifford F'inchot, chief of the
Tais.
United Slates bureau of forestry, arrived here last night. Concerning the
chines.

MODERN MAGHiNERY
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States.
the name

Remember

Doan's

and

take no other.
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M
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FOR
OPPORTUNITY

COME

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Automobile
Connection made wit
line at Torrance for Roswell daily
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve- seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stookard
manager, Automobile Line.
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Add 25 Cents to the Annual Subscription Rate of the New Mexican PubliTickling or dry Coughs will quickly
cations, to Receive the Western lcosen
when using Dr. Shoqp's Cough
Investor's Review.
Remedy. And it is so thoroughly
harmless, that Dr. Shoop tells moth
"BACK TO THE WOODS" ers to use nothing else, even to ver.
young babies. The wholesome green
leaves and tender stems of a lung
healing mountainous shrub give the
curative properties' to Dr.. Shoop's
Cough Remedy. It calms the cough,
and heals the' sensitive bronchial
membranes. No opium, no chloroform,
nothing harsh used to injure or supDemand Dr. Shoop's Accept
press.
no ether. Sold by Stripling Burrows
.

Co.

;

,

The New Mexicait Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
the inferior woods that you used to work, the desk, and also for lawyers
use if this new line of Lumber of and merchants; good everywhere. We
ours is not the best you ever put a will sell them at 5 cents ia book form.
saw or nail in! We are striving to
Many people delude themselves by
supply only the best seasoned "and saying: "It will wear away," when
least flawed Lumber that can be they notice symptoms of kidney and
and we bladder trouble.
found in this neighborhood,
This is a mistake.
believ-we are succeeding in pleasing Take Foley's Kidney
Remedy; and
all our numerous customers. Let us stop the drain on the vitality. It
hear your complaints either as to cures backache, rheumatism, kidney
quality or price. We'll cheerfully and bladder trouble, and makes every
remedy anything that's wrong.
trace of pain, weakness, and urinary
trouble disappear. Sold by all drug'
;
gists.

Charles W. Dudrow

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MRS ILL A PARK, N. MEX.
school whose aim is to prepare young men aDd women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
G'vil

and

Electrical

Engineering

and

it

Household

Eco-

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
'

for self support.
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How the Mass of
Data Will Be
Counted
SEVERAL

s

i

j

Hlrr
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j

Army of Clerks and Enume.
rators Are to Be

j

Employed.
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PAGE THREE

Washington. Sept. 2:!. --The national
census partakes of the nature of both
an inventry of material possessions
and a social, industrial, educational
and moral stock training. The constitution requires a census every ten years
as the basis for the reappointment of
Representatives in Congress. Fewer
even ihun six questions, the number
asked in the first census of ITim,
would now meet the basic need from
which the census sprang. But progress
in general and national expansion in
particular have demanded more information.
It may be asked, "What questions
shall be included in the schedules of
the census bureau where each costs
tens of thousands of dollars?"
Upon
this point there is a difference of opinion, and since bureaus, like individuals, are fallible, the census reports
have been criticized, often severely,
by men well qualified to judge. Profiting by the past, the officials of the
thirteenth decennial census have said
to a body of experts, "Put your heads
together and help us to compose schedules covering population, agriculture,
manufacturers and mines and mining
which shall best fill the demands of
business, science, progress and human
welfare."
So the classes of men which have
supplied competent critics in the past
have now furnished builders who are
Ballmger-Pincho- t
controversy, Pin- about to complete
their labors in chot said:
Washington.
They came as salaried, j "It is a
mystery to me why it has
expert special agents to'give the coun- been called
the Ballinger-Pincho- t
try the benefit of study and experience fight. I have no
fight. I have every
to make the census of 1910. it is reason to
believe that matters will
hoped, the most valuable ever taken j be adjusted
satisfactorily as soon as
anywhere in the world. There are l can return to
Washington next
among these professors, occupying week.
many different chairs, and industrial,
"At. present I am awaiting a letter
farm, stock, mining and other experts. from President Taft.
Further than
The schedule of manufactures has this I have
nothing to say."
been jresented for criticism to com"Have you made any statements
mercial bodies, and the tentative agri- concerning the report of L. R. Glavis.
cultural schedule has been examined relative to the Alaskan coal land
by experts of the department of agri- cases?" Pinchot was asked.
"I have not." he replied.
culture, by state coinmissoners of agri"My
views in regard to this matter have
culture and others.
Census Director E. Dana Durand is been misunderstood, both bv the liress
'
the administrative head of the bureau, PllH ll- ftlltT.C
It is understood that Pinchot has
which is under the jurisdiction of
Charles Xagel, secretary of the de- not the slightest intention of tenderpartment of commerce and labor. As- ing his resignation as chief forester.
sistant Director W. F. Willoughby, He will return fo Washington about
with Dr. J. A. Hill, will have immedi- September 30.
ate charge of the technical work of the Governor Pardee Makes Stinging Reply
Los Angeles, Sept. 23.
Former
bureau. The population returns as of
the date April 15, 1910, will be obtain- Governor George C. Pardee of Calied by 05,000 enumerators under the fornia, who returned from San ClemThe ag- ente island last night in company wWh
oversight of 3:50 supervisors.
ricultural schedule also will be carried Gifford Pinchot. chief forester of the.
I
by 45,000 of the enumerators and will United States, gave to he Associated
a
Press
statement
regarding the deccover the farm operations of 1909 and
the farm equipment on April 15, 1910. larations made in the letter of President Taft to Secretary of the. Interior
The great importance of this schedexonerates that official
Ballinger,
ule will b realized from the fact that
from charges made by L. R. Glavis,
about three times as much capital is
chief of the field work of the general
invested in agriculture as in manuland office at Seattle.
factures.
Six million farms will be
Governor Pardee was referred to by
visited, and it is expected that it will name in
the Taft letter as one of
develop that fully 15,000,000 people are those who had criticised the
policy of
in
engaged
agricultural
pursuits. the interior department.
About 2,000 special agents will begin
Mr. Pardee said :
the collection of statistics of manuread with great interest
factures for the year 1909 on January and"Having
care the president's vindication
1. Three hundred of the regular enumof Secretary Ballinger,
the
first
erators will carry schedules of manuto me is
itself
that
thought
suggests
factures in certain districts.
that about the only persons who will
About 3,000 clerks, in addition to the rejoice over it are those who desire
permanent force of the census bureau, to monopolize, to the detriment of the
will be employed in Washington to many, power sites, coal lands and the
compile the statistics from the sched- j like.
ules. Uncle Sam's up to dateness in
"I noticed
particularly the presl-- i
a mechanical way in the present case dent's declaration
that, in his judg- is attested by the new equipment ment, 'the best friend of the policy of
which is to be installed to facilitate conservation of natural resources is
the labor of compilation. The use of he who insists that every step should
machinery has made it possible to en- be taken within the law and butlarge the scope of investigation includ- tressed by legal authority. I make it
ed in the schedule, because it is now that this is not intended as a reflec
possible to deal with a mass of data tion on the official acs of former
which could not have been handled by President Roosevelt and former Sec
the old method of making tallies. In retary Garfield, who withdrew from
1900 the schedule of population alone
entry public lands, which Secretary
contained twenty-fiv- e
questions. Take Ballinger afterward restored to entry,
the population" of 1910 at 90,000,000, on the ground, 1 am informed, that
with the same" number of questions, there was no specific law for Gar0
and this will mean no less than
field's action.
Acording to common
of items to be counted, to say
report President Taft himself directed
nothing of combinations.
Secretary Ballinger to
The present system of tabulating re from entry certain lands which origturns was first used in the census of inally were withdrawn by Garfield.
1890. The vital factor is a simple
Ballinger hat! restored to entry. Any
inches, intimation
thlngv a card about 3 by C
herefore that Garfield
with holes punched in it. A position was not buttressed by legal
authority
or combination of positions is assigned when, to save
power sites, he withdrew
to "white," "colored" &c, so that the lands which Ballinger afterwards
every possible answer is provided for. restored, is, of course a reflection
The schedules are all transferred to upon the
president."
cards with
the belli of a 'punching ma'
chine. This has a keyboard much like
Good for Biliousness.
a typewriter. The cards are fed under
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stomthe punches-- .from a pack and ejected ach and Liver Tablets last night, and
machines can be I feel fifty per cent better than I have
automatically'.
operated-a- t
the rate of from' 400 to 500 for weeks, says J. J. Firstone of , Alcards anhbur with an average of 13 legan, Mich. "They are certainly a
or 14 strokes ta the card.
fine article for biliousness." For sale
'
There will be 400 tabulating ma- - by all druggists.

j
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OJD CALIEfiTE fjQT SPRINGS.

1

j

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
l!9Jil.

Proorietor.
fount

ells Fargo k Company
Express
General

j
.

i

o

Bar-anc-

Express Forwarders
TO

All

.

Farts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience
by Purchasing Wells Fargs

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable
th? United States. Canaia. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

Tnroaat

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAFH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

LIVERY STABLE
PINE

RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

EttKSS

A.

W,

piegelberg.

527 San

Francisco Street

j

For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex

'

2,250,-000,00-

ROSWELL-TORRANC- E

AUTOMOBILE

U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER, ROUTE.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saying
Jan. 10, 1906.
Established
Service
Passengers over 30 house between

Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo,
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
tbe Pecos Valley to El Paso and
Santa Fe and all points in the
Valley and 'western New Mex'
ico.
Roswell daily at
leave
Automobiles
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Railway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arrlv- -

these points over any other route
Full equipment of modern Cars in
service securing comfort to passen
and expert Chauf
gers. Courteous
feurs in charge of every car. Seat
reserver on Auto by applying tc
Agent , of El Paso & Southwestern
Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros

veil, New Mexico.
60 lbs. Anj
Baggage allowance
amount of baggage can be carried
by notifying Company at Roswell
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ago

curies

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have tha Beat of Everything in Our Lino.

'

ONLY

2

of

the finest

TIpESSKS SALE

Embroidefies

i lite Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
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Mi.rt i;:e:; to be coal oil inspector for
Xew Mexico is another recognition by

MEXICO.

23, 1909.

The First National Bank

Conditions at the western penitenGovernor Curry and the Republican
tiary of Pennsylvania at Allegheny adiu'mi.-tratiocf the native people
FRANK P. STURGES- PAUL A. F. WALTER
have been found so distressing and in- of the Territory. More places than
t.
Editor and President.
tolerable as to require the immediate ever before in the public service in
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureOP SANTA FE.
removal of all federal prisoners whose Xew Mexico are filled by men of naEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe PostotEce.
transfer is practicable and to remand tive birth, and what is more, these
The o'dest barikicg institution in New Mexico. EstablL fctr
the state of affairs to the most serious places are competently filled. There
;i.75
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
of the authorities. Wade is no better way to teach people self- consideration
in 1870.
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
2.00 Ellis,
acting head of the department government than by permuting them
75 Weekly, per year
K. J. PALEN, President.
Daily, per month, by carrier
J. FT. VAUGHN, Cashier.
an investigation to govern themselves.
1.00 of justice, made
65 Weekly, six months
Dally, per month, by mail
A.
HUGHES,
75 which showed that the prison is filled
J, B. READ,
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by mail
riots have broken out
with vermin of all kinds. An unusuVice President.
Assistant Cashier.
once
ally large number of the prisoners are again at Kiev and demonstrate
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
is
still barbarian at
of the lowest possible character, ment- more that Russia
CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
The Xew Mexican is the oldest newspaper in Xew Mexico. It is sent to ally and morally, and there is but one heart, despite the glitter and preSURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- - $75. COO
who
those
govern it.
for all. Al- tenses of
every postcfflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation general mess provided
most universal complaint is made
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TIME TO SAVE

A

The timo to save money is when yoa are earning it. A portion of your income regularly put away every week or
month will in time grow t satis !acto y proportioLS.
U is the first THOUSAND DOLLARS that is the
bird est to sure Save that thou sard by star icg a SAVINGS ACCOUNT with this bark. We encourage ihe small
depositor as well as the large one.
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DIRECTORS
G. FRANKLIN FLICK
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FLICK, President.
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HARDWARE
sje:lal ROLL TOP DESKS
of all kinds.
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W. .1. Knit, a I.as Wgas traveling
man. is redsten-at the Claire.
C. Kelly of Las Vejias, was anion- -'
lust night's arrivals. He is registered
at the Palace.
Werner Gibson, .spec ial agent of the
general land offic... left for Albuquerque last evening.
Phillip C. Ootid came in last night
from his ranch 011 the Peeos. He is a
guest at the Claire.
Miss Alexia K'irant arrived yesterday from her ranch on the Pecos. She
is a guest at the Palace.
C. H. Sptinger. a Kansas City traveling man, is calling on the merchants.
He is registered at the Claire.
M. Y. Pattich of l.as Vegas, is in
town selling hardware and other supplies. He is stopping at the Claire.
Y". H. Morrison, 'he safe salesman
from Des Moines, arrived on last
night's train. He is stopping at the
Palace.
. X. Richard,
a traveling man from
I.os Angeles, was an arrival on last
night's train. He is quartered at the
Claire.
Lee Harris and H. C. Stewart of the
forest service, have gone to Antonito
to inspect elimination and annexation
matters on the Carson forest.
Adjutant General R. A. Ford left this
morning on the California Flyer for
Ixis Angeles to attend the meeting of
the National Guard Association.
Mrs. G. S. Miera, mother of Mrs.
Charles Wagner, has gone to Albuquerque from whence she will proceed" to
Coralles on a visit to Alejandro Sandoval.
Col. George W. Prichard is expected
home this evening from a visit to La
Crescenta, near Los Angeles, where
Mrs. Prichard spent the summer with

gr'-cs-

,

The house that will
EVERYTHING

Phone No. 83

(

Territotial

roe

we

Sell

.JafTi
Secretary N .it ha
and as toastmaster delivered a

spl, n.li

l

Trans

11

addi ess.
vveie responded

to bv lnCanning-- '
-

Geinial Harper A.
(liphrie, Oklahoma

specin

bam. of
General
Benjamin .1. Viljoen of Chamberino,
fi'nunis coniirstider of Iioer army; exIH legate to ('( tigress Thomas B. Cation who spoke on statehood; Colonel
Lewis of Kl Paso; Dr. C. A. Wheelon,'
Attorney Richard H. Hanna. Blair
Burwell of Durango, Colo.;
Colonel
Dwyer of Taos: Dr. T. P. Martin of
Taos; Frank Strong of Albuquerque;
1'. S. Commissioner Fink of Moriarty;
Rev. John A. Cutler of Raton, who,
spoke on behalf of class of candidates.
A number of others were called up-- ,
on and responded entertainingly. It'
was well into the early hours before
lh" happy gathering broke up.

;

-'

Yes, thiol's

GETTING READY TO
WIN THE BIG PURSE.

j

1

Come in and let us show
you the Ostermoor
and explain why it is proof against dust, moisture, and vermin
and never needs any renovation but a sun bath! Our stock
will enable you to examine and test before you I ay.

I

j
j

i

cnaries wagner rurrwure co.

No" 10

the
Oetermoor Mattress you
have heard of and seen adk ertisetl
so many years.
The one that's built of
eight interlacing Ostermoor sheets, w hifh after
and sewed within thq tick is
being hand-lai-d
ready for you to sleep on for the rest of your life
and then bequeath to your heirs. There is one
record of three generations sleeping on the
same Ostermoor. It has been in satisfactory
use for fifty-tw- o
years and that is a prety good
record for durability isn't it?

1

Business men of .Santa Fe are daily
bercntiiig mere and more enthusiastic
about sending the Salmon Grey base
ball team to the big baseball tourna- jnent at Albuquerque next month,
They are alive to the far t that the
her mather.
team' will be one of the best possible
Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Bean and daugh- advertisements for the Ancient Citv.
ter, Miss Virginia Bean, leave tomor- - Already a number of business men
row on a visit to Iowa and other east- - have subscribed liberal amounts to- em points. Thev exnect to be Zona wards the expense fund and it is an-- j
?or a number of weeks.
jlieipitted that not a single business
Roland W. Wittman went to Las man in the entire city will refuse to
Vegas yesterday to take the civil serv- ccnti ibute. Collectors are now go- ice examination for draftsman in the ing around to secure contributions and
office of the U. S. surveyor general. are everywhere
meeting with great
He was the only one who appeared to courtesy besides t securing
financial
aid.
take the examination.
H. M. Johnson, expert miner and
The Salmon Grey team will be in
civil engineer of the forest service, is fine fettle when the tournament comes
in town making the necessary prepa-'of- f
and will "be in position to go to
rations for the surveying and estab-.th- e
Duke City and give their oppon- lishing of the permanent northern ents the time cf their lives. A splen-- !
did corp of pitchers has been lined
boundary of the Pecos forest.
"Assistant Territorial Audior John up and there is going to be something!
Joerns is busv checking up County doing.
Mr.
books.
Treasurer McBride's
Joerns will leave the last of the week
SEALED PROPOSALS.
for Santa Fe. He is still giving out
Sealed proposals will be received by
cigars in honor of the arrival of Jno. the Board of County Commissioners of
O'Brien Joerns, and it is not known Santa Fe County, at the office of the
whether the supply will last until Mr. j Probate Clerk up to noon the ninth day
Joerns' arrival in Santa Fe." Raton 0f October, 1909, for the heating, plum- Range,
ibing and electric wiring of the court;
a. diuui.
aim j. a. oiuuu nave nouse now under construction.
Plans
returned from a delightful trip to the and specifications can be seen at the
;
upper Pecos and tributaries. They office of the probate clerk or r. H &
cannot find adjectives sufficient, to de- - W. M. Rapp & Co.,
architects, also
the glory of the scenery at at the
j scribe
senerate nronosals
bnding.
this time of the year and the delight win be reCeived on each. Address all
ui limning in uie uora, ine raueuueiia, Djds j0
George W Armijo, probate
me Jioiy unosi, vv inscr ana creeKS clerk.
of the Pecos forest. They went as far
I. SPARKS,
north as Jack Rouse's creek and re- Chairman Board
County
via
Knox
turned
the
trail between
Mount Baldy and the Lake Peaks. In
the Mora, they caught 35 trout in a P&3
few hours although it is already quite
cold. Mr. Brodhead will leave for
Seattle, Washington, next Tuesday,
where he will make his home in the

fldertakef!
FURNITURE

Masons Conclude the Corferring of
Degrees Famous Commander
of Eoer Army a Guest.
With the ((inferring of the thiriy-iirs- t
d
the
and theirty-seconMasons yesterday evening ended their
work. After he last degree had been
given, the class of candidates, the
visiting members and the local broth- rs, repaired to the Wcmaii's Hoard of
Trade where an txcellert spread
;i waited them.
Rev. r. Hdwin Grant of ("! avnn. led
tit prayer whereupon the tssfitnblaae
w
seau-;ud proceed? to satisfy
the inner man. Following the repast

.

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT
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for Monarch Malleable Iron Ranges

Agents

et

Every Stove Guaranteed,

Let us figure your heating and plumbing

i

SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

j

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

The Colorado

Company

,

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
Alanager for New Mexicc.

A M. BERGEfcE.
tanta Fe,

Catron

N. M.

Block

29th Annual Kef Mexico Fair

mwco.

j

and

j

future.

Resources Exposition

j

U. S CAVALRY MANEUVERS

"

SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
1

President

DIAMONDS

right

PRiczs

RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT SERVICE
149

H. C

JOHN B. McMiKUS,

YONT7

pYir a N
iiiUAivfui

iuiuiuu

J EWER ELY

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

Secretary.

W A TP HP'S

PII IHDPP
i

cTerteda"- Fitted By

Up-to- -

Date Met hoe

SILVERWARE.
N. M.

aneh

T h Valley

Have you. visited the VALLKY RANCH t his year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
great expense and offer the riestof home comforts with solenoid board?
Are you aware that the biggest trout catch on the Pecos this jear was
made by a Snta Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The fishing season closts
'
, ;
October 15th.
,;'
Aie you aware that the grouse'and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLKY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the VALLKY RANCH aas the best tennis court .and
in the territory.
dancing floorIH-ia.tr
aitaa. Farapiklet aoa.d. U Xz1foraaa.tl.92v.
J- RANCH, N. M
MILLER, Mgr.
v

F.

VaILEY

S2C

,70c
!85c

These Prices should
torn he current

Matias Sandor, the celebrated artist.
who has just finished a remarkably
oil painting of the archbishop
J B. Pitaval, which he will use in a
oil painting of the archbishop
in his vestments to be finished in his
studio at New York, for which city the
artist will leave Friday morning is
renovating some of the precious old
pointings that have been treasures of
the Cathedral for many years. Archbishop Pitaval is doing the community,
the church and posterity a great service by having these old paints, dust
covered and almost obliterated by
time, retouched and renovated by so
competent an artist as Mr. Sandor,
who recognizes in the paintings several fine pieces of classic art of the
old Spanish schools. The paintings,
strange to say, are parts cut out of
larger paintings, although the figures
seem complete in most of them, and it
is difficult therefore to place the date
of their execution or the artist who
painted them, although several are
gems such as would delight any artist
or connoisseur. On several the canvass is so tattered that they have been
mounted on boards.

flacEB twise

Racket Stor

!he

SANTA FF, NEW MEXICO
Ttjlfi OXK

'HICK STdKK

Our lino of notions, art novelties,

Pitaval.

Daily flights

HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES

W. G. TIGHT,

??X2?
24x24
26x26

Artist Matiar Sandor Very Successfully Doing This for Archbishop

,

ALL KINDS OP EXHIBITS

price regardless of tha advaaces madeinthis
Hue by the fac:orj.

1

11-1- 8

THE GREAT GAME OF PUSH BALL ON HORSEBACK
THE GREA P SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
THE GREAT NAT RE1SS CARNIVAL COMPANY
The Great Strotel Airship in

We have p'aced the line at our last seasons

THE LEADING

RESTORING PRECIOUS
OLD ART TREASURES.

OCTOBER

Genuine Silk Floss

j

Great Big Days

ALBDQUERQUS

Sofa Pillows Sofa Pillows

cut
llpht hardwa e. queensware,
glass hand painted cblna etc, for the
holiday trade will lie fouuif the mos
omplete evt rseen In tutM5l y.

Best Flour

ljfe-siz- e

Cotton bBttlntr. two

gradjg

7' a A

Shet't cotton, good

Vc
loc

pr.-id-

life-siz- e

BRYAN

WAS GUEST OF
JUDGE W. H. POPE.

Upon the return of Colonel William
s
Jennings Bryan to Roswell from
on last Saturday, he was taken at
once to the home of Judge William H.
Pope, where he was entertained at
dinner. At the table were Mr. and

SANTA FE
"DOSS

PATENT FLOUR
IS BEST because it
gives the btsi r- &ultt in
bread arjd pastry of ary
flour you ctn buy.

U

-

It
th

contains more Gluten
which i& the very life of
wheas.- -

'

which

and

make the bread nutritious
and WHOLESOME
vitally
Another feature
PATENT f LOUR

HAVE A FINE LINE
OF CITY PROPERTY
FOR SALE AND RENT

-

ALSO
O

BOSS
is.

enti-r- e

SURETY BOND'

LIFE & FIRE INSURANCE

Some fine ranch property close in

BEFOKK INVESTING

,

Yot'RlMONEY

CONSULT US"

WATSON & COMPANY

1

j

C- 19 SAN

FRANCISCO STREET,
NEW MEXICO.

SATA FE,

PHONE
RED 189-

-

y free from CELLULOSE

the indigestible element

of the wheat.

Clo-vi-

Mrs. John W. Poe, Mr. and Mrs. G. L.
Wyllys, J. S. Lea, G. A. Richardson,
A. L. Hull, Jr., besides the guest of
honor and the host and hostess. From
the home of Judge Pope, Colonel Bryan went to the armory where he lectured to a large audience.

lEAL ESTATE

HiHEli

ma

SO.

Blue Rihhnn
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

Drink
Pabst
DIGNEO &

NAPOLEON-Agt-

s

--

,

n

J
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The day after we landed we boarded
the train to take what, seems to me,
as I think it would to most men fond
of natural history, the most interesting railway journey in the world. It
was Governor Jackson's special train,
and in addition to his own party and
ours there was only Selous; and we
traveled with the utmost comfort
through a naturalist's wonderland. All
civilized governments are now realizing that it is their duty here and
there to"preserve unharmed tracts of
wild nature, with thereon the wild
the destruction of which
things
means (he destruction of half the
charm of wild nature. The English
government has made a large game
reserve of much of the region on the
way to Nairobi, stretching far to the
south, and one mile to the north of
the track. The reserve swarms with
game; it would be of little value except as a reserve: and the attraction
it now offers to travelers renders it
an asset of real consequence to the

societies

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
u a r
communication
first Monday of eaci
month
at
Masonl
Hal at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master.
1

(S

V.-.y-

ALAN R. McCORD,

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter

Jur hook containing valua- lite information will be sent
ffe by writing to
&RADFIELD REGCLAT08 CO,
Atlanta. G.

R- -

A.

No.

1,"

M.

Regular cod
vocation second Monday o?
each month at Masoni
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRAvnsi.T. u d
SAYS ANDREWS

KNOWS
ALL ABOUT STATEHOOD.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery

New York

Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Williamson,
J. Litson, Bisbee; C. H. Springer, Chicago; Miss Alexia Durant, St.
Louis; w. H. Morrison, Des Moines;
11. C. Kelley. Las Vegas; J. V. Earick-son- .
Las Vegas; T. A. Ross, Los Angeles.
Claire.
I. X. Richard, Los Angeles; C. H.
Spunger, Kansas City; M. W. Patich,
Las Vegas; Phillip P. Dodd, Pecos;
W. J. Kalt, Las Vegas; Henry Fluke,
Albuquerque.
Normandie.
J. B. Espinosa and wife, Fort Garland; W. J. Regan, Stanley; Mrs. E.
G. Hart, Las Vegas; Anna Lawrence,
Long Beach, C'al.; O. V. Gallaher, Tex-ico- .

Congressman, Answering
Inquiry From Albuquerque Man,
Writes His Opinion.

GIo-riet-

In the October Scribner's, President
Roosevelt begins his intensely interesting series of articles on "African
Game Trails," which every American
should read, lie says among other

23, 1909.
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And many otner painful and
distressing ailments from
which most mothers suffer,
can De avoided dv
using
Mother's Friend. This
rem- God-senis
d
to expectedy a
ant mothers rarrvino- thm
No woman who uses
through the critical ordeal with safety.
Mother's Friend need fear the suffering incident to birth; for it robs
Ihe ordeal of its dread and insures safety to life of mother and child,
leaving ner in a condition
mor2 favorable to soeedv re
covery. The child is also
healthy, strong and good

rtdturpH
v'"

in.

ance witn the Rock
lily makes direct connection at Ton'.Golden ftate Limited, the finest train in tf - eWest," making the
est. Tickets to all parts
ime to and from all Doin ts East and W
v exclusive agents all steamship
orld. Pullman berths reserved
I'ormation gladly furnishea.
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Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No

Jewish Housewives Preparing for the
Feast Following the

ucgico,

mS

Secretary.
8. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No.

460, B. P. O. 1L,

on trie qpv
Lcgumr session
,
.
month
Visi ing broThers are invTtel
and welcome.
DAVID KNAP
,
n
'
,. D. SENA. Secretarf
1LO

I

Fast.

1

Aucieui ana
of Free Masonry
on the third Monday of each montfc
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,

.,

following reply:
Mr. t. J. Ulson, Albuquerque, N. M.
My Dear Frank Yours of the 31st
ult., is at hand. I note your inquiry
as to whether or not you are going
to get statehood. I wish I could give
you the information
you desire. I
have not followed this very
carefully,
but I can say this to you that you
have a man right in Albuquerque who
knows more about it than anvbodv
else I know of and that is your del-'- .,
egate in Congress, Hon. Wn, H. An- -'
drews. If anybody in God's world can'
get statehood for you, he can. He is
about the busiest fellow that, ever
came to
ashington from anv section
of the country, and that coupled with
his smooth way and "know-how-to- makes him. T ihinlr
the best representative that your sec- tion of the country ever had.

AFTER YOM KIPPUR.

Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at

H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

the thirtieth dis
trict of New York, has received the

Coronado.
F. H. Thomas, Mcintosh;
W.
O.
Lawson, Stanley; H. C. Kinsell, Lamy.

No.

1. K. T.

(Albuquerque Citizen.)
F. J. Wilson, manager of the Western Meat Company, in answer to an
inquiry concerning statehood for New
Mexico, sent by him to John W.

2 ;r

'

This week will be a busy one for the
WARNING.
Do not be persuaded into
Jewish housewife because she is pre
taking
anything but Foley's Honey and Tar
paring a great variety of dishes for the
Connect! with t. P, A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124
for chronic coughs, bronchitis, nnv
ieasr iouowing me last at l orn Kippur,
arriving in Dawion, N whole eolonv.
M., 6:15 p. m.
fever, asthma and lung trouble, as it
i ue dh
oi
.
Atonement, septemDer Zi.
On our train the locomotive
t
whv
was
-ut Connect with E. P. A W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Oawton, N. M., fitted
The
beat
sunset
fast
the
begins
S,"
gh and heals the lungs.
a
day
with
comfortable seat across
1:55 a. m.
oom
au
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twenty-fouand
last
druggists.
hours.
As
w,
,
..
nrl
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SPp vn
and
cowcatcher,
except
this,
..fc,
i Stage for van Houen, N. M., meets trains at Preeton, N. M.
no work is to be done on this holy day, to
meal-time- ,
at
I
most
of the
help entertain you. With best
spent
C. &. S. Passenger trains arrive and
The New Mexican can do
such as is of charitable nature, gards, as always,
depart from Oea Moines at follows' hours of daylight, usually in company
printing
very sincerely yours ' equal to that done in
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
any of the large
with
and
often
with
Governor
Selous,
No. 1, :.03 a. m.
?orei,endrel,al'atinS
W'
J0HN
cities.
Our solicitor, every piece of
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
DWIGHT,
Jackson, to whom the territory and
x. Y., Sept. 16, 1909.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
work we turn out. Try our stock
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
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!
as
well
as
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hygienic
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alike
familiar.
game
The
Track connection with A. T. . S. F. Ry. at Raton and Pre.ton, with C.
once and you will
certainly come
first afternoon we did not see many reasons then the meal must easily di- ,
,
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S. at Oes Moines, E. P & 8 W at Colfax,
again. We have all the facilities for
and
M.,
Cimarror A wild animals, but birds abounded, and gestible and consist pricipally of un-- !
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Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
tuwicu cup oi conee turning out every class of work, inthe scenery was both beautiful and cooked and cold viands. This, how- - can be "mud
Cima.-ron- ,
N. M., is depot frr the following points In New Mexico:
had and without the real cluding one of the best binderies in
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Ocato, illtprestinu
hlank.anrl.whitn
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flayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
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amf e ,to new
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following
sub-points In New Mexico: Arroyo
using Dr.
we nearlv
that
It wth seed and other snicps thP mnlHn,
f
8eco, Arroyo Hondo. Baldy, Black Lakes,
If you want anything on earth
6
Cerro,
Elizabethtown,
Lobo, onr hands; guinea-fow- l
Coffe,e-try
Pur,e' a
as well as the
and francolin, preserves and puddings,
'
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
New Mexican want "ad."
cereals,
malt,
and occasionally bustard, rose near roasting of meats.
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E. J. DEDMAIN,
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W. A. GORMAN,
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as the train passed. In the dusk we though in some old Jewish documents
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w0 previously the train actually did that are supposed to be
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particularly
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run ever a lioness one night, and the propitious and
of
portentious
good
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conuucior orougnt in her head in luck for the coming season. Those in- In
triumph.
fact, there have been elude pumpkins, leeks, beets and dates
continually mishaps such as could on- - because they grow quickly and be- -'
ly happen to a railroad in the Pleisto- - cause their names mean
"plentiful"
TO
cJDTe'
in Aramaic. Another writer says that
.
Next morning we were in the sraine
,
...
i....,
,i,..u
California, Arizona, New
country, and as we sat on the seat head "to
... .... ..v.uc.i i, was iiifuuiy will be ahead in all that the consumer Mexico, Mexico the North
undertakings."
the French Jews red apples
west, etc.
Among
Indeed
no
such
garden.
f
railway jourIV!
One
have
chief
the
dish.
constituted
Colonist Tickets on sale
way
ney can be taken on any other line
in any other land. At one time we Among the Spanish and Portuguese, daily September 15 to October
15
Accepted in tourist
passed a herd of a dozen or so of grapes, figs and honey have been iu inclusive.
sleepers on payment of Pullman fare.
great giraffes, cows and calves, cant- used.
a icw ijumts suuwa oeiow,
an
In
old
document of the fourteenth
ering along through the open woods
For
to other points and
fares
a couple of hundred
is
a
to
the
the
century
prohibition against
yards
TO THE EAST & NORTH
priv-- 1
right, of the train. Again, still closer eating of nuts at this religious festival mauon aDout tne liberal stop-ove- r
iour waterotick cows, their big ears because the numerical valnp nf Hip ileges accorded, phone, write of see!
Now in effect Via
thrown forward, stared at us without letters equals "sin" and because the me.
moving until we had passed. Harte- - eating thereof stimulates saliva and Los Angeles .
GREAT CONSOLIDATED
beests were everywhere; one herd distracts the mind from prayer and San Francisco
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
was on the track, and when the ph. meditation
San Dleso
gine whistled they bucked and sprang
Pasadena
The. rules have little effect tod
With
ov.,1
rv.H,.
"
"
",,u
P. & S. W.
each nation has its own pecu- - Sacramento
s"'i'eu
though
c ear of the danger.
.
A
long-taileiar dishes imd superstitions. That San Jose .
straw-coloremonkey ran from one n
,J ,iiiu a wjic kj .....
cai liic lat alru Santa Barbara
tree to another. Huge black ostriches uulu
Pur full particuU rs,
A.' N BROWN
drink the sweet" as a good omen for Fresno
G. P. A.-- K.
V. AS, W.
appeared from time to time. Once a all the tribes of Israel is not
Address
the only
Kl Haso Texas.
Tickets and sleediDg car space
troop of impalla, close by the track, reason for
the
Who
would
feasting.
took fright; and as the beautiful creamay be had by arp yme to
tures flew as we saw now one and not welcome r the thought of a feast
hours fast during
now another bound clear over the after twenty-fouH. S. LUTZ,
which not even a drop of water has
high bushes. A herd of zebra clattered across a cutting of the line not passed the lips! Among the Orthoddx
Santa Fe,
a hundred yards ahead of the train, Jews every one over thirteen must
N. Mex- the whistle hurried their progress, fast and spend the day in the synabut only for a moment, and as we gogue praying for the expiation of
passed they were already turning sins committed. Disobedience in this
ound to gaze. The wild creatures matter means severest punishment
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO 42 Double
were in their sanctuary, and they perhaps even death, but great is the
Length Cars 42
B
of
obedience.
leward
knew it. Some of the settlers have
M
at. times grumbled at this game re- 17
Elephants
Dr. Abernethy, the great English
serve being kept of such size; but
via
Wild-Animain
21 Cages of
Stations British Columbia, California, Idaho,
21
surely it is one of the most valuable Physician, said: "Watch your kidneys
New Meiico Central Railroad
me country could have. When they are affected, life is in dan
possessions
Montana, Nevada, Oregm, and Washington.
500 Head of Horses 500
The lack of water in parts, the prev ger." Foley's Kidney Remedy makes
15oh to L'Oih 1909
alence in other parts of diseases healthy kidneys, corrects urinary ir700
harmful to both civilized man and regularities, and tones up the yhole
700
People
Chautauqua
$16.10
Meeting
domestic cattle, render this great tract system. Sold by all druggists.
AND A MILE LONG
Good returning Sept., 23rd.
of country the home of all homes for
the wild creatures of the waste. The FIGHTING NINTH TO
Octooer loth and 16th
protection given these wild creatures
Free fireet Parafle at 10.30 a. ra- GO TO VISAYA.
is genuine, not nominal; they are preVia
Meetiug of Presidents
served, not for the pleasure of the
a
San Antonio. Tpv
oq
Sent
few, but for the good of all wno
Taft and Diaz $13.40
to the schedule prepared by
cording
choose to see this strange and attrac
the
the
staff,
general
"Fighting Ninth'
Good returning Oct 18th
GRAND
tive spectacle; and from this nursery
BIG
ONE
will be transferred to the department
and breeding-grounthe overflow of
November
1st.
to
Visaya,
Philippine Islands, early in
7ih.
keeps up the stock of game in the adthe spring of 1910, to relieve the
El Paso Fair and
jacent land, to the benefit of the set- Fourth
infantry. Other troops In the
Still in effect to all
tler to whom the game gives fresh
of Texas slated for transdepartment
meat, and to the benefit of the whole
Exposition $13.40
fer are, the Nineteenth infantry to the
points.
country because of the attraction it
Good
returning Nov. 8th
furnishes to all who desire to visit, a Philippines, and the Sixteenth infan
For farther Information make inquiry of"
try to Alaska. While the schedule
veritable happy hunting ground.
Train arrives in El Pa,so
awaits authorization i.
8 a. m. In time for
Don't be afraid to give Chamber-- of war a change in It is
F 11. McBRIDS, A?ent, or W. D. SHEA, T. R & P. A.
good day
nardly possl-lain'- s
Cough Remedy to your children. Me, tho transfers made being a matter
Sig
SANTA FE. N. M.
no opium or otner harmful of rotation. In all
, it contains
the
P. I YNG,
probability
'drug. It always cure. For sale by all Twenty-thir- d
City Freight & Passenger Agent
infantry will come to
druggists.
,
port Sam Houston.
Harlan
Ute Park
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WHAT D'STRICT CAN
MAKE BETTER

that of mines and quarries which eov
lue ea;enuar jear num; i,o.i ue
''!in!-:;ist. will both he taken 1,
the same special agents and on so' e.

,

Transcontinental Dispatch (hi

ules ' lai have been made tini:orm ii
ma.iy of the essential features, which,
m addition to details peculiar 'o special industries, will permit cf the
preparation of totals that sh"w Mk
magnitude and relative imparlance of
each.
Tiie census of manufacture-- , is to
l'c confined to what is
known as "the factory system" and
' vludes the
neighborhood.
ft nsehclil. and hand in.lustn-- . winch)
wire included at the federal census
of JIMtii. The line of demarca: ion between th" factory industries to be
taken, and the hand trades, etc., that
are to he omitted, is not. said Mr.
Steu-iuaiways clearly defined hut a
fair idea may be obtained of the relative importance of the two classes bv
the following brief statements. At
the census of VMM there was a tola!
of "il2.L'.")4 establishments with products valued at $13,004,400,1 13. and of
these the hand trades, of a character which were omitted at the census
of r.H'a, represented 3(14, 092 establishments with products valued at $1,
or "!. 5 per cent of the total
number of establishments and 12.3
per cent of the total value of products.
The census of 1910, therefore, to be
complete, must include the reports
from every factory, mine and quarry
PRIVATE M E PARROFT AT WHEEL Of THE MITCHELL RANGER. CARRYING
v
K
'"""Hr
that was in operation during any por"
U
S A. GOVERNORS
WAR MESSAGE FROM MAJ GEN WOOD.
ISLAND. N Y. TO
V'
K?-tion of the calendar year 1909.
MAJ GEN J F WESTON U S A . THE PRESIDIO SAN FRANCISCO
The inquiries are similar to those
f..
used at prior censuses. They require
a description of the business or kind
of products, the amount of capital, the
number of employes, the amount paid
CROSSED CONTINENT IN
a mob bent on lynching him. That CENSUS OFFICIALS
in wages and salaries, the amount of
MEET MANUFACTURERS.
MILITARY AUTOMOBILE. night we had to sleep in the mounmiscellaneous expenses, the cost of
tains. Eleven miles from Cheyenne
materials, and the value of the prodIt Took Just One Month to Carry Dis- an irrigation ditch burst and the Visited Principal Factory Towns and ucts at the factory or' mine.
Conferred With Leading Trade
rushing waters washed out the roads
patches From New York
AVhile the act
of Congress,
apto San Francisco.
Organizations.
tributary to it. We reached Cheyenne
proved
July 2, 1909, under which the
were
several
visited
and
by
Saturday
census is taken, makes it obligatory
Rus23.
Assistant upon every owner,
Sept.
Washington,
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 23. When ' officers ana soldiers from Fort
president, treas
wuu cvnicu gi ccti uiicirsL 111 tut- U. S. Census Director William
F. urer,
Y '
Private M. E. Parrot t, N G
or other cni-secretary,
director,
'
w e men useu uie rain oau
Willoughby and 'William M. Steuart,
Lieut. B. B. Rosenthal, and Frank X. war car.
r ( r agent of any manufacturing
Zirbies last Sunday terminated the tracks to Laramie, which is a great chief statistician for manufactures in'' establishment, mine, quarry, or other
lakes con- the census bureau, have returned from
establishment of productive industry,
first transcontinental motor trip ever mineral center and passed
soda to raise all the the principal
enough
taining
manufacturing cities v aether conducted as a corporation,
in
for
this
country
military bread in
essayed
this western country for which have visited to confer with the fir. ii. limited liability company, or by
purposes in the United States govern-to come.
leading trade organizations and asso-years
'viv;!ie individuals, to furnish the
at
the
ment reservation
Presidio, Sanj
on
to
ciations of
and
in regard statistics
"From
Laramie
Cheyenne
required for this census, it
Francisco, amid considerable military to Hanna it seemed as if the heavens to the formmanufacturers,
of the schedule to be also
en-- ,
provides that the information
pomp, and the official message
into mortar throughs. In the used in the census manufactures for
supplied shall be used only for the
trusted to the expedition in New York, turned
as required by statistical
Viv
Tninr CJpiiprnl Leonard Wood was outskirts of Hanna the car almost sank the calendar year 1909,
purposes for which it is inthe act of Congress providing for the tended; that a publication shall be
delivered to Major General John F. out of sight in the mud. being hauled
thirteenth decennial IT. S. census.
by the census bureau whereby
' made
Weston's post adjutant, the former be- - out after four ho,n''s delay b' a com"
team.
Steele
Among the assoc iations visited by the data furnished by any
mandeered
Fort
At
illness
to
confined
particular
the
by
hospital
ing
we folln'l tne approach to the one or both cf these officers of the establishment can be identified, nor
the United States army officers
bureau were the Philadelphia board shall the director of the census peru"ubc "uu
clared the successful termination
of trade; the American Iron and Steel mit
The
Union
of
inundated.
the
latter
anyone other than the sworn emthe long test had established an epoch
Association; the Board of Trade and ployes of the census bureau to exwere
Pacific
officials
railroad
appealed
operain transcontinental
military
to for the privilege of using their Transportation, of New York City; amine the individual reports. A selions.
this the National Association of Manufac- vere penalty is also provided for any
bridge.
Instituted to demonstrate to General courtesy. They readily granted
turers; the National Paint, Oil and clerk or special agent who shall pubVarnish
Wood that the automobile could play
Association; the Chamber of lish or communicate any information
"But troubles multiplied. The next
Commerce of the state of New York;
the part in modern war maneuvers
was
to
Rawlins
miles
among
.cming into his possession by reason
eighteen
the Paper and Pulp Association; the cf
that he thought it could, the military the
his employment, in the census
foothills in heavy rain. In 'Death
expedition was gladly undertaken by Valley' because motor cars generally Silk Association of America; the Cop-- !
per Producers' Association; the Asso-Private Parrott after he had been as- come to an
untimely end there we elation of Wool Manufacturers; etc. j The canvass must be made quickly
first
Mitchell
the
Ranger,
that
sured
i'i order to enable the office to tabuused canvas to cover the soft alkali
The representatives of these associ- late and
of the 1910 product of the Racine, Wis, stretches and succeeded in
publish the statistics in time
getting
factory to be turned out under the per- traction enough to push the car ations, and the other individual man-- ! to be of value. At prior censuses, a
ufacturers consulted, in general ex-- ' few
sonal supervision of Designer Bate,
manufacturers, who did not apprebut at a snail's pace. But from
through,
Pilot
pressed their belief that the sched- ciate the necessity for prompt action,
be
at
his
would
disposal.
to
to
Rock
Evanston, ule as suggested, called for the inforSprings
Granger
who had become nationally fa- we became
Arctic zone ex- mation it is desirable to obtain for it is stated, delayed their returns untemporary
r
twenty-fouin
mous for his participation
This practice
The temperature fell to nearly their industries and embraced all the til the last moment.
on the part of a few establishments
hour races and Lieutenant Rosen- ' plorers.
a
we
and
zero
Evanston
before
struck
to which the manufacturers
retards the tabulation of the statisthal, a member of the veteran corps of heavy snow storm ranged for nearly questions
would willingly furnish answers. A tics and
war forces, vothe Spanish-Americarenders it impracticable for
hours. Echo
three
Kelton,
Ogden,
number of them, moreover, made cer- the bureau to
lunteered to help make the 3,524 nile
make the totals for any
Montello, Winnemucca and the sage tain suggestions which it is believed
or industry until the reports for
trip successful.
brush and sand of Nevada made up for will be of value in drafting the final state
these negligent establishments have
forces in the Mitch- the Wyoming and Utah trials. The form of schedule to be
The khaki-claadopted.
been received.
ell Ranger after passing through car hummed across the desert, reachThe law providing for the thirteenth
To make a success of this great
vicissitudes
more
states
and
twelve
ing Reno on Thursday and leaving for census directs that certain statistics work,
entherefore, it is absolutely necthan the original "Forty-Niners- "
Carson City on Friday morning. The in regard to capital, employes, wages,
that the census bureau reessary
of
few
made
last
days
the
countered,
route thence to Lake Tahoe and across cost of materials, miscellaneous ex- - ceives the
and assistance
the journey seem like a brush through the Sierras was one of pleasure and penses, and value of products, shall b3
of
all
who
will
be required
persons
to
the
a land of promise, compared
mental profit. The car climbed the j collected from all manufacturing
to furnish the information,
without
A detail
woe
in
of
won-Wyoming.
a
were
like
in operation t which it will be
tablishments that
.period
admirably, behaving
to take
impossible
.
.
P
.3.S
1,
1
1.
W.
H.
i
tV.
rtf
Lieut.
Homer,
..1
n,..
of soldiers under
oeruu iimcmn even aut uic
"J i""u" "L Lue 'crt'
the census within the time limit and
uliuu""6
Aa
rYt r nAnciiP
AAA C
Th Hu i rAtl
Vn4 u.ca mua,
rP
sent to escort the Mitchell Ranger rr(,uuv
rf it'rtn.
o..r s c f r ,with the
wu
ul
v..
icei.
Ai.ti
iuai,
expenditure of the apprcpria
added
to
San
Francisco,
from Stockton
aeriui uown graue iwp m uie
""i
tion that has been made for the work
so emphatically to the military appear- and into 'Frisco. Uncle Ham certain-- i requirements 01 ine law win permit,
As the statistics are tabulated, the
ance of the expedition that thousands ly had a great test in this ocean to therefore, the consultations with
are made for the various states
totals
were quite prepared for the report
task by the little stock car resentative concerns and the creation and published in the form of special
dash
would
men
that Uncle Sam's
from the plant of the Mitchell Motor .of the advisory board of special agents. bulletins containing the tabulated figinto the Presidio on the most import- Car Company of Racine, Wis."
The schedule in its last stage will ures for the several
industries, not
ant automobile mission the war derepresent the experience of the bureau only for this census, but for prior cen
and the benefit of the advice and sug- suses in
partment ever attempted.
comparative form. Special
WHEN THE CLOCK
gestions of the principal trade organi- reports on the leading industries of
The car, with military paraphernaHANDS TURN BCAK zations and manufacturers associa- the LTnited States are also published
lia, axes, ropes, block and tackle, etc.,
tion, and, finally, such recommenda- - as quickly as
this
Despite
4,050
pounds.
weighed
possible after the enumgreat weight the car was remarkably (Taken from the Daily New Mexican tions as may have been made by state eration, and these reports and bulleofficials in charge of the compilation tins are
of September 23, 1889.)
free from tire trouble.
supplied free of charge to all
"We left New York with General
who may apply for them.
John Campbell, a private in Com- of kindred statistics.
The director further has in mind
Wood's, message on August 19," said pany F, 10th Infantry, died of typhoid
submitting for final consideration and
Lieutenant Rosenthal, "and we made fever at Fort Marcy this afternoon.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
doing
no attempt at record-breakinRev. E. W. Meany leaves tomor- advice the schedule as drafted in the
exall our driving in the daylight, we row for New York City where he will bureau to a special committee of
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
to
from
the
be
drawn
perts
among
forty-eigh- t
convention
the
of
about
attend the general
reached Chicago
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Sepofficers of the leading trade
hours ahead of the time we figured. We Episcopal church as the representa- principal
tember 21. 1909.
conassociations and large private
were escorted out of Chicago by a de- tive of New Mexico and Arizona.
Notice is hereby civen that Albina
cerns of the several special schedules
tachment of mounted police and we
of Jemez Springs, N. M., who
C. M. Creamer and H. J. Vaughn re- will be
Lucero,
and
advised upon
considered
on
breezed along merrily until we reach- turned today from San Pedro where
3, 1908, made Homestead EnJuly
will assist in the
by themand
ed Dixon, 111., where we hit a rain they had gone to inspect some mining formulation Ahey
(Serial
052), No. 052, for Lot 7,
try
concluof the detailed
storm that accompanied us all through properties.
N.
Section
of Lot 1, Section
and
6,
sions to be drawn later from analyses
Iowa and I want to say that LePage's
Phillip Harroun is reported quite ill. of the compiled data.' Invitations to 7, Township 18 N., Range 4 E., N. M.
glue has nothing on Iowa gumbo. After
Hon. T. B. Catron left today for act in this s capacity already have P. Meridian, has filed notice of intensoaked
bpina:
(atmospherically of Las Vegas.
been extended a number of distin- tion to make Final five year proof, to
G. W. Abbott, postmaster of Springcourse) in Iowa we were literally fried
guished men' and they have promptly establish claim to the land above desto a frazzle going over the Nebraska er, is in the city.
accepted; .the director's plan of ob- cribed, before the Register and ReceivQ. Monier left yesterday for Al- taining authoritative suggestions dur- er, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
prairies. We reached Julesburg, Colo.,
August 13, and from there on words buquerque.
ing the preparation of the schedules, Mexico, on the 4th day of November,
1909.
are inadequate to describe conditions
Myer Friedman of Las Vegas, and appealing most, strongly to their
After entering Colorado C. H. Dane of Deming, are visitors
encountered.
Claimant names as witnesses: Reconception-o- f
a census along
we made a detour 30 miles because of in the capital today.
common sense and logical lines.
fugio Armenta, of Jemez Springs, N.
W. W. P. Clement, a flour manuwashouts during wfaich we visited the
It is important that the manufac M., Lino Armenta, of Jemez Springs,
scene of the attack on Julesburg by facturer of Great Bend, Kans., is in turers :
with the census N. M., Jose Mestas y Ruiz, of Jemez
the Sioux and Cheyennes some years town visiting his friend Captain John bureau to make; the census a success Springs, N. M., Jose Armenta, of JemGray.
and it is 'the intention' of the director ez Springs. N. M.
ago.
"When we reached Sidney, which, in
to confer freely.; WitJi the associations
MANUEL R. OTERO,
A clever, popular Candy Cold Cure and
1868, was a military post of importRegister.
representative fiien engaged in
ance, we struck a street fair and the Tablet called Preventics is being the different industries. The schedtown was so flooded from heavy rains dispensed by druggists everywhere. ules wilL as a rule,, be collected by
HEALTH AND BEAUTY AID.
Cosmetics and lotions will not clear
that some of the tents had to be taken In a few hours, Preyentics are said special agents, beginning January 1st
And next, but every manufacturer
will your complexion
down to let the Ranger get through to to break any cold completely.
of pimples and
the Union Pacific tracks which we had Preventics, being so safe and tooth- - have the privilege of sending his re- - blotches like Foley's Orino Laxative
some, are very fine for children. No port directly to the census bureau by for indigestion, stomach
and liver
to use for six miles.
"Our next stop was at Pine Bluffs, Quinine, no laxative, nothing harsh mail if he prefers to do so.
trouble and habitual constipation,
Wyo., which we reached just, after the nor sickening. Box of 48 25c. Sold ; Chief Statistician Steuart states Cleanses the system and is pleasant
Co."
that the census of manufactures and to take. Sold by all druggists.
sheriff had rescued a horse thief from by Stripling-Burrow- s
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Not a Legal Violation of the Federal
Law in This Part of New Mexico for Over a Year.
i
i he Editor:
Reoenth a brief
was
made bv tile "'New
to til1'
aratifyina fact that the United States
grand j iry for the September i ta of
the
judical district of New Mexico, ietunie, only two indictments.
.
,
Permit n:e to add t" jmir stateim-iithat one of said cases occurred one
year ago last February, and the o'he;-- ili;iton ari'l tw o
year ago this present month, so that (larcia str-ot(luring the twelve months last, past,
not a single violation of
nited States
lia
Wante!,. A live,
laws was committed in the district. our agency in Santa
When we consider that said district dry Company. Albn
contains Hm.immi souls, thai it extends
over 21.011b square mih-sthat many
WANTED Forty gc
parts ate situated among rugged moun- with heavy wagons
tains, far remote from authorities of a day. Board driver
the law. Judge McFie, w ho presides so ply to Supt. at Arrc
ably and satisfactorily, on the bench, or at my office in
might well compliment the grand jury Lund, Cont. Engineer
on the moral,
character of
the people; and we may till be proud
St
Philadelphia
of our good neighbors.
Western League.
How cruel, how unjust, how unOmaha I. 2; Des Maines 1, .".
American it is to say that a people
0. 0; Pueblo 1:1. 1.
Topcka
with such an exceptionally good record
Denver S. 2; Wichita 4. 0.
are unfit for statehood, and the lawless
Sioux City 3. S; Lincoln N, 3.
ruffians described in the following NewPacific Coast League. ,
Mexican dispatch are fully qualified to
San Francisco 4; Oakland 3.
all the rights and privileges of AmerPortland 2; Los Angeles 1.
ican citizenship: :
Sacramento 1; Vernon 1.
"New York, Sept. 22. After hunAmerican Association.
dreds of arrests for disorder at the
Columbus 4, "; Minneapolis 3, 4.
polls, the most serious conflicts inIndianapolis 1. 3; Kansas City 4. 2.
cident to yesterday's primary through-- '
Toledo fi; Milwaukee 2.
out greater New York, occurred at
Louisville 1. C; St. Paul 2. 1.
polling pdaces in Second avenue
closing time. Rival bands of two TESTIFIES AFTER FOUR YEARS.
Tammany leaders clashed, forty shots
Carlisle Center, N. Y., G. B. Ilur-han- s
were exchanged and three men woundwrites: "About four years ago
ed, one perhaps fatally. Without an I wrote you that 1 had been entirely
exception the old Tammany district cured of kidney trouble by taking two
who had contests on their bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy and
leaders,
hands won."
after four years I am again pleased
Is there a district in Mr. Beveridge's to state that I have never had any
own state with a better record, than return of those symptoms, and I am
ours? Possibly there are some dis- evidently cured to stay cured." Foley's
tricts with as good a record, but it is Kidney Remedy will do the same for
impossible to show a belter. In other you. Sold by all druggists.
respects good order prevails throughout the Territory, robberies and thefts MAKING WAR ON HORSE CHECK.
are almost unheard of; we have no
tramps at all, and while some of the San Antonio Humane Society Will
Put an End to Use of Rein on
native people are poor, they are hon-- j
Old Plugs.
est, and present striking contrast to
the lawless denizens or the cities of
San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 23. War
the east.
j
to the knife has been declared by the
Very respectfully.
San Antonio Humane Society on the
A. L. MUKIUSU.N
check rein.
"Hereafter," said George F.
It's a pity when sick ones drug the
agent of the society, "if ownstomach or stimulate the Heart and
ers
of
A
old
weak
plugs want to have someall
is
That
wrong!
Kidneys.
stomach, means weak Stomach nerves thing in front cf their carriages that
always. And this is also true of the resembles a thoroughbred they will
Heart and Kidneys, The weak nerves have to get the real thing. While
be thought stylish by some foolare instead crying out for help. This
ish
people to have a horse hitched
explains why Dr. Shoop's Restorative
is promptly helping Stomach, Heart to their buggies with its head up in
and Kidney ailments. The Restora- the air like a giraffe, it is decidedly
tive reaches out for the actual cause, uncomfortable for the animal. The
of these ailments the failing "inside, torture inflicted on the friends of man
in this manner are terrible and only a
nerves."
Anyway test the Restorr
fiend would do it if he could form a
soon
tive 4S hours. It won't cure so
as that, but you will surely know that conception of what the pain thus
caused the horse is like. Checking
help is coming. Sold by Stripling-Burrowup a horse in the manner most peoCo.
ple do forces the larynx out of shape
and position and cuts the life of the
poor brute in two."
Checkers will be hailed to the court
hereafter and taught a good lesson
HOW THEY STAND.
by the imposition of a heavy fine. ,
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BASEBALL
National League.
Won.

Lost P. C.

101

Pittsburg

92
Chicago
80
New York
09
Cincinnati
OS
Philadelphia
47
St. Louis
47
Brooklyn
38
Boston
American League.
Won.

Philadelphia

Boston
Chicago
Cleveland
New York
St. Louis
Washington

.737
.672
.606
.504
.493

3G

45
52
68
70
87

.3.51

.348
.284

88

96
Lost-Detro-

it

90

50'

SS

52
58

82
69
68
C3

P.C.

69
74

.479

73

.471
.425
.200

59

Ii2

37

Western League.
Won.
Sioux City
Des Moines
Omaha
Topeka
Wichita
Denver
Pueblo
Lincoln

93

Lost P. C.

'

86
79
6S

.633
.593
.553

54,

59
64
71

.4S9

.472

57

76
78
85

57

85

.401

68
64

.451

.401

-

prac-practic-

.

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY,
National League.
Boston at Pittsburg.
New York at St. Louis.

Philadelphia at Cincinnati.

Brooklyn at Chicago.
American League.
Chicago at New York.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.

Detroit at Washington.
Cleveland at Boston.
Western League.
Wichita at Denver.
Topeka at Pueblo.

Des Moines at Lincoln.
Omaha at Sioux City.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
Pittsburg 12; Boston 7.
Cincinnati-Philadelphi- a
game

(14

NOTICE.

Department of Territorial Engineer.
First publication Sept. 16, 1909.
Last publication. Oct. 7, 1909.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 3, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that on tho

17th day of August 1909, in accordance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
of 1907, Taos Valley Land Co., of
Taos, county of Taos, Territory of
New Mexico, made application to the
Territorial Engineer of New Mexico
for a permit to appropriate from the
of
public waters of the Territory
New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to made from
Rio Pueblo at points prominent
stream from north bears S. 67 degrees O' E. 3435 feet distant by
means of diversion and storage and
100 cubic feet per second, 2,000 acre
feet is to be conveyed to Antonio Martinez Grant by means of ditches, reservoirs, etc., and there used for supplemental irrigation for 50,000 acres
and for generation of power.
All persons who may oppose the
granting of the above application must
file their objections, substantiated by
affidavits (properly backed), with the
Territorial Engineer on or before
four weeks from date of last publication hereof.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,

Territorial Engineer.
For a Sprained Ankle.
sprained ankle may be cured in
about
the time usually retie. quired, ' by applying Chamberlain's
Pain Balm freely, and giving It absolute rest For sale by all druggists.
A

one-thir-

innings.)

New York 4; St. Louis 3.
American League.
Washington 3: Detroit 8.
Boston 3; Cleveland 1.

Best Treatment Tor a Burn,
If for no other reason, Chamber'
Iain's Salve should be kept in every
household on account of its great
value in the treatment of burns. It
allays the pain almost instantly, and
unless the injury is a severe one,
heals the parts without leaving a scar.
This salve is also unequaled for
capped hands, sore nipples and diseases of the skin. Price 25 cents.
For sale by all druggists.

.643
.629
.580
.500
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If you want anything on earth
want "ad."
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TAFT TOUCHES THE BUTTON.
vice to Albuquerque.
Formerly there own race, are open to the appeal that
was a dispatch to Albuquerque only in it should govern so long as that govun(Continued from Page One.)
the afternoon at four o'clock and in ernment is one of just protection
is
sense
of
law
a
the
der
but
justice
the evening at six o'clock, but from toa revolutionist some
morrow on a special potinch for Albu- repellant when an aspect is present- thrown there by
when
arrests were being
months
of
ed
of
V
ago
the
assertion
governmental
querque will be made up for Albuquera submission to mob made of these people."
with
control
Denver, Colo., Sept. 23.
leavque to go by the California Flyer,
Mexican Consul A. V. Lomell of El
rule.
Weather forecast for New
a. m., and
ing the nostofiice
weather
"When the white people of this Paso, admits that a stick of dynamite
Fair
tonight
Mexico:
reaching Albuquerqu- oy noon.
1 R
and Friday with frost in north
country recognize generally, as they was found, but attached no significOfficial
Catcher Arrested
Dog
inevitably will, that it. is a question ance to it.
portion tonight.
George Washington Warde, official dcg cf race and not individuals, a quesSenor Arguelles. owner of the resicatcher at Albuquerque, was arrested tion of Anglo-Saxogovernment, but dence, could not be seen, word comYou find all the popular uraiuis 0f'
(yesterday for selling liquor to Indian. Anglo-Saxogovernment administered ing from the house that he was ill. A
cigars at Weltmer's.
Site for Rio Grande Bridges Se fairly and
25c.
for
0
lbs.
justly under the law, there friend of the family who was on the
Tomatoes,
lected I he board ot county com nit.-,- - j
We are now receiving Sealship't Oysters
f()oW a settlement of the ques-- ' porch, sfild, however, that, the Ktrte
Sweet potatoes, 4 lbs. for 25c.
1
as! sun u. .nu-i.sioneis of Bernalillo county iias dV,tir,n as
.,niino fnimit -o l.ntHo with
s
Fine peaches, 3 lbs. for 25c
peaceable and nermnneiit
io
build
new
the
tided
to
cost
a
2
bridges
is
Jl).
unfortunate
explosive in it, wun a cap
can
liquid
for.
be
It
Green tomatoes, per
DIRECT FROM
hoped
$100,000
the
of
jit
site
the preseiv. for the South that some of her peo- and fuse attached.
Banannas, per doz, 35c.
pridge at Barelas, and the other a mile ple irritate the minds of, and repel
Mexican Consul Lomeli tonight said
Lemons, per doz. 25c.
and a half below the present pridge at those who are inclined our way and that the men arrested would have a
Bell Peppers, 4 lbs. lor 25c.
Conales. It is quite certain that the are leaders of public thought by sanc- hearing in the morning. He said an
And are selling them at the same price that others
Cranberries, per quart 15c.
bridges will be finished and in- - use be tioning lawless brutalities. Some of investigation would be conducted to
At
ANDREWS.
F.
No.
4,
are selling those Old Scyle Gulf, Pickled in the
Pool
Notes
Highest fore Santa Fe county commissioners the most enlightened among the ne- ascertain if possible where the dynaBowling and
Wood Water Soaked kind.
1;o mite came from.
score bowling on September 22, 177 replace the bridge on Delgado street, gro race counsel their people
Federal Judge Mirando lias ordered
27
washed
five
to
and
bust
from
away
abstain
by
apply
years ago.
politics
Highest,
by Mackey.
Will
Hold
Court at Carrizozo
themselves to the offices of good citi- that no information given out in
Mackey.
Chaves Declared Insane Judge Ira Judge A. W. Cooley has decided to zenship. They indicate a willingness Juarez, and many conflicting reports
A. Abbott at Albuquerque yesterday hold court at Carrizozo instead of at to withdraw from political agitation, are in circulation.
P HONE
PHONE
It is impossible to get from the aubut ask justice, protection and ordercommitted to the insane asylum af Lincoln.
10. 92.
NO. 92.
"
thorities the names of the twelve men
j
Sold Out for $50,000 Tom Ross, of ly administration of the law.
Las Vegas, Donaciano Chaves.
"This movement, if successful in arrested.
Will Celebrate Golden Wedding
Sierra county, partner of W. S. Hope-On
next Monday, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. w,ll in (he cattle business, has sold his any large measure means much for
the peace and prosperity of all the ENTIRE GARRISON
Moore of Roswell, will celebrate their interest in the ranch for $50,000.
GOES TO EL PASO.
A fam-people of the south. It is the antiFive Weddings at Albuquerque
golden wedding anniversary.
so
of
which
for
that
podes
long
The Albuquerque
kept
ily reunion will be held.
Morning Journal
San Antonio, Tex., Sept. 23. LeavCadet Battalion at El Paso The Ca- - tlis morning recorded five weddings up a vicious ferment in the body polidet Battalion of the New Mexico at the Dllke Clty. Frederic Winn, Gila tics so destructive to wholesome life. ing behind sufficient men to act as
School of Agriculture and Mechanic forest ranser and artist who was nliir.
"Nothing will do more to promote guards at Fort Sam Houston the garArts will go to El Paso on October i(jd t() Miss Ida P(?arce of Xew York; such a propaganda than just treat- rison of that post will, October 12,
16. the day of the Taft-Dialeave for El Paso to participate in the
meeting.
Miss Ethel Bousfij thp depnty probate ment and protection.
"Men of character and patriotism reception of Presidents Taft and Diaz.
Promotion for W. H. King W. H. ch,rk o Bei.nalillo countv and
Ralph
i u,a,B
m.L
"c II. Coombs; Hammet R. Case of Co- - throughout the south could not serve The troops going are the Ninth regiiviub iu.s
box, shingle and door and sash man rona, Lincoln county, and Miss Annie their people better than by making ment of infantry, Col. Charles J.
ufacturing departments of the Ameri- Leah Crowell of Barrington, Nova such a sentiment so overwhelmin
Crane; Batteries A, B and C, Third
that the lawless will find that they field artilery, Col. Joseph H. Dorst.
can Lumber Company at Albuquerque. Scotia:
Miss
and
Jessie
Chester
Mordy
are regarded and treated as the
Ask for County . Survey Albuquer- A. Goss, who will live at
jf
Seattle; and greatest of enemies to the welfare of The bands of these organizations will
que business men will petition the Peter Zito and Miss
also 20 to El Paso.
Angelina
the south."
board of county commissioners to
The rolling stock of the Southern
a survey by metes and bounds of
Pacific will be heavily taxed. At least
Paid
The
$7,500
EXHIBITS BONES OF
Bernalillo county for which a special
3,000 men and 1,000 animals, as well as
board of county commissioners of Berlaw was passed by the legislature.
PREHISTORIC MAN a
great deal of artillery and equipment,
nalillo
former
county
yesterday paid
A young boy was arBoy Arrested
will
have to be shipped. The start will
Treasurer
rested this morning for maliciously which is Sigmund Gruusreld $7,500, rina i neir Mnai nesting Place in be made on the 12th for the purpose
$4,RS7.39
less
he
claimed
than
a Glass Book Case Where Visit1uiti 1; in v olpptvin cf tppt 1iVrirs flnrf nil
of idvins: the men a chance to rest un
"
conecteu, anu
ors May View Them.
example will be made of him. Other tor whlch balance
a
little before they are reviewed by
he
immediately
San Antonio, Texas Sept. 23. That
arrests will follow of boys breaking filed suit.
1-1-the President.
2
2
of
their
oscular
should
parts
systems
street lights or defacing property.
Since the troops will have to be
ever repose in a neat glass book case
Frost Predicted Tonight But the DICKINSON SPEAKS
back at Fort Sam Houston before the
in
office
the
of
of
.Mayor Callaghan
sunshine is to continue as it has the
ON RACE QUESTION. this
never
have President reaches San Antonio, some
may
city
past few weeks. Yesterday the maxvery smart work along mobilization
to
occurred
Come in and ask about the Coupon system which
whose
the,
imum temperature was fiG degrees and
from
(Continued
were
Page One.)
remains
discov- lines will have to be done. After the
recently
the minimum 43 degrees. The rela-- j
saves you 2 2 per cent in addition to our low prices.
review the entire garrison will retake
a
in
ered
cave
in
the
limestone
tive humidity was only 14 per cent at stands that this a
broad,
to
hills
the west of the city. But its trains and proceed as fast as locoG p. m.
race question that cannot be ignored such is the case. Over 1,000
motives can do it to their proper stafragSon Bound Over to the Or arerned nut nf PYicteno anil tViot
tion
where President Taft will review
ments
of bones, large and small, are
Phone do. 4.
Owen of Lin- - f0. the
Grand
Phone No. 4
Qf h(jh
them
now
scrutiagain in full dress on the morndeposited
there,
awaiting
coin county, refusing to come to he
a,)0,ntnu,ntB shoul(1 uot be made ad ny from the eyes of scientists and ing following their arrival.
rescue of his son, Paul Owen, the lat- - he hag
declared this to be near scientists. So far, only the latGeneral Albert L. Myer, commandter was bound over to the grand jury his polIcy1)ubicy
out
and
ter have gone over the bones and most er of the department of Texas, will
carrjed
at Albuquerque yesterday under $o00
..It ,6 ,d,e tQ
o a Mmlent of them have
given it as their opin- have charge of the operations.
tor uttering two worthless checks.
of the 1)egro qUe8t!on jn the geMe ion that bones, even
though they "beReunion of Yale Graduates- -A re- - that all
and controversy vvi, longed to prehistoric man, are
agitation
just
&
union cf graduates of Yale will be eease
u taJk Qf bones.
Ym mjght ag
held at El Paso, Texas, October 16,
the
or
the
seUing
The fact remains that the people
question
Every Description of work in our line done to order
to meet President. Taft, himself a son labor
Qestlon There can be nQ get. whose remains have thus come to
MONEYS AND METALS.
f
AU
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
,f E!i'
tlement so as to remove forever
.If""8, to ,B?uate.8
light were unusually tall. The fragNew York, Sept. 23. Copper, quiet,
be addressed
Alumni, troversy
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Pur Repairing a Specialty
from
ment of a bone, now difficult to idenRoom 322, 323 Trust Building, El conditions arising
lead, quiet, $4.304.37
of t,elve mSlions of 0e tify, but having formed' part of the $12.f012.75;
Send for prices fcr tanning and lining
silver 51
prime paper 4
Paso, lexas.
j race
of ))f)ope iiving Jn a (.ountry leg or arm, leading to this conclusion
Mexican
5;
dollars
furs and hides for rugs and robes
43; Amal. 83; Atch.
sCanceled
PaperCtizenshtp
with another race bo(h havJn
the is still over 15 inches in length, not- 118
Y. C. 134
N.
A. Abbott in federal court
S. P. 130
Ira
Judge
same
raw
for
furs of all iiiods
rights and opportunltles under withstanding the fact a considerable IT. P. 202
Highest prices paid
canceled
steel
84;
at
pfd. 328
yesterday
Albuquerque
the existing ,aw and theoretical the portion of it must be missing accord436 Canon Road FRANK F
General
call money, firm, 2
the citizenslnp papers of Antonio kes- - same
GORMLEY Merchandise
fhone black 19
citizengh5p wkh jtg attendant ing to the lines of formation of the
SANTA FE. N. M.
sele, an Italian, for making false rep- - rights. ln any a ept Ule lestion jg bone. The
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
only bones that could be
his
to
as
the
resentations
years of
111.,
poi.tentous. The distant future ma
as
identified
formed
Chicago,
Sept. 23. Wheat-Se- pt.
skull
the
having
residence in the Lnited States in 1904 evove Bomething-h- oM
in store the of the individual were also found in
103
99.
Dec. 98
when he secured the papers.
05
opei.atloil 0 sonie forces whi(?h we parts. They seem to conform, howCorn
Dec. 59
Sept.
RatnrHav, io Ynm KInnur Oi. npvl
cannot ioresee. rne destiny or a na- - ever, to the
Oats Sept. 39
Dec. 38
index.
Saturday "the Jewish merchants of tion is happily a closed book. We The jaws are brachiocephalic
those of an adult, are
Santa Fe will close their places of must deal with the nresent at its nrnh.
well preserved and
Pork Sept. $24.15; Jan. $18.15.
business in honor of Yom Kippur ems asj,they appear. It is our duty comparatively
are somewhat massive. The chia is
Lard Sept. $12.50; Oct. $12.22
which is the feast of atonement. The to minimii5e as far as
possible the strong and protruding.
found
Teeth
Ribs Sept. $11.92
Oct. $11.72
sunset
on
at
feast day begins
Friday troubles as they arise. To obviate in the cave and in the
jaws are some
and lasts until sunset on Saturday, them and make them as harmless as what below
WOOL MARKET.
average size'. No incisors
uuring mat. period nommg is eaien possibi6, cails for the PXRrciSe of the have heen r.f,t,Vert ar. tar v,t
St.
Louis, Mo., Sept. 23 Wool,
or drank.
highest wisdom, firmness, moderation rather flat in shape and having small
et al.- -ln
firm;
Central
Mexico
New
Sues
territory and western mediand justice- roots were found in considerable
4
fine mediums, 2224;
ums,
2328;
muur.
IIV
jrolum.ai
H,Q KQC.
number Tho
fine, 1319.
! terday suit was filed by the First Na
crumble
"If the white people desert the
easily though, permeated by
tional Bank of Albuquerque against
LIVE STOCK.
to govern then the government tlie proportions of the limestone form-shoul- d
right
Central
Raifroad
Mexico
New
the
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 23. Cattle
be one of fairness and justice, iu& the cave. ' It is thought that ex-- a
Company, the Dominion Construction
Receipts 8,000, including 700 southgovernment of law and not of pas- - Psure to the air will complete the
Company, A. L. Richmond, Jr., and sion. The courts' and not mobs should Process of petrification
un- - erns. Market steady to weak. Native
have
they
Francis J. Torrance on a note for
southern steers
The limestone of that re- - steers' $4.508.25;
AAAaAA4a4
punish law breakers. Negroes should dergone.
WWW WW9
$6,000.
has
the
characteristic of being $3.204.75; southern cows $2.40
be
Sion
in
their
proiected
property
rights,
OrSaint Michael's Literary Society
Kottlerl
tiiatlv on1 cmm,rnaj k extremelv soft whpn fnntiH anA hnrH. 3.75; native cows, heifers $2.255.0;
Michael's Literary So- ganized-S- aint
the C011stituted
authorities.
The ening rapidly in the air. Small pieces stackers and feeders $3.005.50;
ciety has been organized for the year cankering vh.us of mob rue no matter of bone examined closely show them bulks $2.754.00; calves $3.507.50;
i ne ioiiowm- - umceis nive againsl what eviS; destrovs all whole- - t0 llave been practically converted
western steers $3.907.00;
western
J. Philip Hubbell, Jr.,,sorae life jn th-elected:
t0 stone of the same consistency as cows $2.754.50.
AND RETAIL
and
, WHOLESALE
body
poitic
president; Frank Savage,
Sheep
Receipts 1,200. Market
nmkeg it a polluted wreck swayed by the surrounding material.
Screened Raton Lump
$4 50 per ton
Nestor
Manuel
Lujan,
treasurer;
The remains were found in a cave steady. Muttons $4.255.10;
lambs
and incapable of the ordinary
(dent;
passion
Monero
5.25 i
i of
the upper cretacian formation $5.506.75; range wethers $4.005.20;
iMontoya, Jr., secretary. The society, administration of law.
Cerrillos
6.00
memoers.
has twenty-si"There can be no wholesome cnn- - closed by alluvial deposits of the range ewes $3.255.00.
on
Serious
Two
Arrest
Charge
Boys
Chicago, 111., Sept. 23 Cattle Reof the neero question of a nerm- - Pleistocene period. The material ad
trol
Anthracite Coal all siaes
Sawed Wood and Kindling
afternoon Severo Enci-'aneto some of the bones shows ceipts, 11,000; market weak to 10
not
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sYesterday
character
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that
appeal
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
Smithing Coal
were to the sense of
Q
nas and Antonio
Castillo
justice of the people that the cave then was so located that cents lower. Beeves $4.008.35; Tex- (
o
vegetable mould could enter it or(as steers $3.854.10; western steers
uiuub"i
.;.!,, ui .. i ..uv. 0j all stages.
Ricardo Alarid on the charge of hav,
form In it. The possibility that the . $3.906.50; stockers and feeders $3.10
violence will Breed vioUnri.
B near A-- , T. & S. F. Depot.
ing h,ad criminal relations with Louisa j "injustice and violence will breed bones are those of Indians is very
5.25; cows and heifers $2.O0G.00;
Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue.
i'llUilJ i IniJLiflTTW
calves $7.009.00.
Rodriguez. The boys were bound ov- - violence and will debase the civilia- - remote for the reason that the
er to-- the grand jury and will probably tlon of tne communities that sanction trances to the little cave lay many
Sheep
Receipts, 22,000; market
be kept in jail tor six montns as tne jt, No civilization can expand on feet under the surface of the ground steady. Natives $2.704.90; western
grand jury does not meet until that broad and high lines .where communi- - and that they could, not know of its $2.905.00;
$4.405.50;
yearlings
x
rule. We existence except by chancing upon It lambs, native, $4.257.25;
ties are terrorized
western
j iie piemres
dQ not want a stat
of siege contjn. while digging a grave.' The cave be $4.507.25.
Entertaining
at th'e Elks' theater tonight will be uous conflict andi.the exhibition of ing,' at too low a level for this, the
NAVAJO AND
fine, ,7 If you want to enjoy an enter-- . niailed hand. We" want; neace
WANTED Girl to take care of two
the possibility that the remains are mod
CHIMAYO
tainiflg evening be sure to be on growth cf the arbiter and sciences and em is not very great. Since the
children.
Apply to Mrs. W. G. SarA number of good songs will sucn (.onditjons and will' Invite com- - posit of the remains in the cave must
Don
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gent,
Gaspar
..i5 be sung. Tickets for the Old King
BLANKETS
and at
micratJnn within antedate )ii this case the Pleistocene
j Cole
comic opera performance which nlir borders, if .not inimleratioii
Tn period the' death of these individuals
CALL FOR BIDS.
will .lie here next Monday night are controI with any degree o pennanen- - must have' occurred thousands of
,. .3
a
C
til
, ocuicu
sale at Fischer's drug store. cy, even for ou. own time, the race turles ago.'
viuijueais wm ue receiveu uy
and
The ' prices are fifty, thirty-fivSuecimens of the bones and Die- - the Board of Regents of the New Mex- OHHmi
t n,,.1
uat
e
cents. Get your tickets ag wur.' anneal f.'to the enliehtened tures of the cave and surrounding Ico Military Institute, Roswell, N. M.,
M twenty-fiv!
Inconvenience.
avoid
now
and
-ground, as well as samples of the lime-- , "P to 12 clock noon, the 9th day of
indement svmntithv and :
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
DAIL WEATHER REPORT.
of the best people, of the white race stoe and Kravel. will in the near fu-- , October, 1909. for the construction of
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22, 1909.
all over this country.
xuuuing, accoraiug io
We can for uire e sent to tne smitnsonian m- plans and specifications on file at the
Maximum temperature, OG degrees, a time maintain .euprlmacy by vio-- . stitute' at Washington.
VI
offices of I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co.,
at 3:40 p. m. Minimum temperature, ience; and disorder without i such co- Architects, Trinidad,' Colo., and Santa
43 degrees, at 5:50 a. m. Mean tern- - nneratlnn hut it wiil .'i : at frlfrhffnl DEMAND FOR UNIFORM
..
All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenie"
Fe. N. M., also at the office of the secTAX
LEGISLATION.
54
from
Departure
cost.
degrees.
perature,
We will shortly have in a full line of
retary. Proposals must be accom- "We ought to ' maintain it with a
normal, minus o degrees. Keiative
23.
in
Re72
Mexican Stiaw Hats at
Interest
each
6
a.
panied
Louisville,
cent.
by a certified check in amount
at
Sept.
Ky.,
m.,
healthful advancing and not'a retired
per
humidity
l't
lative humidity at 6 p. m., 14 per cent, civilization under, peaceful conditions he International Tax Association to-- equal to 3 per cent of proposal, accord- Ir
Relative humidity, average for the and the reign of the law. This should "ay centered in the suggestion of Allen ing to conditions accompanying speci- I i
. - .i
TJinloir lTnnto tnnlomniinr tTna faitorgt flcnttrtna Tht linor racoyvoa tVio vl r
i
K
.ul . v. ., i. ; i
ja
j
Main
Proprietor.
to
Service
Better
Albuquerque protection and justice to the negro corporation tax law. On the action of to reject any and all bids.
COL. J. W. WILLSON,
efforts of Postmaster consistent with white political ccn- - the association depends the proposal;
the
Through
301-30San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M.
of
a
for
?
.
Santa
Fe
will
W.
from
meeting
governors
Superintendent
to,
trol.:
Frank
Shearon,
calling
,r
g tomorrow on have additional mail ser- - "The minds of
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary.
outsiders, of our prepare for uniform tax legislation.
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